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SUMMARY

Land plants evolved from charophytic algae, among
which Charophyceae possess the most complex
body plans. We present the genome of Chara braunii;
comparison of the genome to those of land plants
identified evolutionary novelties for plant terrestrialization and land plant heritage genes. C. braunii
employs unique xylan synthases for cell wall biosynthesis, a phragmoplast (cell separation) mechanism
similar to that of land plants, and many phytohormones. C. braunii plastids are controlled via landplant-like retrograde signaling, and transcriptional
regulation is more elaborate than in other algae.
The morphological complexity of this organism may
448 Cell 174, 448–464, July 12, 2018 ª 2018 Elsevier Inc.

result from expanded gene families, with three cases
of particular note: genes effecting tolerance to
reactive oxygen species (ROS), LysM receptor-like
kinases, and transcription factors (TFs). Transcriptomic analysis of sexual reproductive structures reveals intricate control by TFs, activity of the ROS
gene network, and the ancestral use of plant-like
storage and stress protection proteins in the zygote.
INTRODUCTION
A pivotal event in the emergence of plant life was the mid-Paleozoic adaptation to land. While several algal lineages evolved to
occupy terrestrial environments, only one represents the land
plant ancestor; its terrestrialization event was fostered by a
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range of evolutionary novelties. The specific complement of
traits that allowed a particular algal lineage to give rise to land
plants and dominate the terrestrial environment remains under
active study. Similarity of critical plant developmental, sensory,
and regulatory pathways to homologous pathways in charophyte green algae has been demonstrated in several recent
studies, emphasizing the close relationship among these
lineages (reviewed in Rensing, 2018).
Charophytic algae are the closest living relatives of land plants
(embryophytes), with both groups collectively referred to as
streptophytes (Figure 1). The Charophyceae, Coleochaetophyceae, and Zygnematophyceae, together with the land plants,
represent the clade Phragmoplastophyta (Lecointre and Le
Guyader, 2006), united by the presence of the phragmoplast
(Pickett-Heaps, 1975), an array of microtubules perpendicular
to the cell division plane that functions in the formation of the
nascent cell wall. The Klebsormidiophyceae, Chlorokybophyceae, and Mesostigmatophyceae share fewer traits with land
plants (Figure 1). While Charophyceae were hypothesized to
be most closely related to land plants on the basis of similar
body plans (Pringsheim, 1862), recent studies indicated that
the Zygnematophyceae are the land plant sister group (Wickett
et al., 2014).
Extant Zygnematophyceae have simple body plans that seem
to reflect secondary loss of morphological complexity. In
contrast, the earlier diverging Charophyceae are morphologically more complex than all other charophytic algae: the haploid
thallus body plan encompasses a shoot-like axis consisting of
nodes with whorls, internodes, a simplex apical meristem, and
multicellular rhizoids (Figure 2). Cells of the internode are large
and complex, featuring endo- and ectoplasma and multiple plastids and nuclei, and communicate via electrical signals. The
morphology of extant charophytic groups thus infers mosaic
evolution and suggests that the genomes of Charophyceae,
not Zygnematophyceae, will likely reveal the suite of traits that
facilitated terrestrialization (Delwiche, 2016).

Here, we present the genome sequence of the charophycean
alga Chara braunii, one of the most morphologically complex
extant Charophyta, shedding light on early embryophyte diversification and the colonization of land by plants.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Chara braunii Genome: Assembly, Annotation, and
Comparison
C. braunii features a haplontic life cycle (Figure 2); the draft
sequence reported here represents a haploid genome. 1.75
Gbp of nuclear scaffold data were obtained, of which 1.43 Gbp
were assembled into contigs, corresponding to 74% of the
C. braunii genome. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of vegetative
and reproductive stages was used together with full-length
cDNA sequences to annotate the genome. 23,546 putative
protein-coding gene models were identified, of which 53% are
supported by RNA-seq data (Table S4). At least 94% of several
conserved core gene sets are encoded by the genome, indicating its suitability for genomic and comparative analyses
(STAR Methods).
The observed chromosome number n = 14 (Figures S1 and S2)
corresponds to the base chromosome number of Chara species.
Indeed, synonymous substitution distance (Ks)-based analysis of
C. braunii paralogs revealed no evidence of whole-genome duplication (WGD) events (Figure S3), and thus, paralog acquisition and
retention are probably due to small-scale duplications. Repetitive
elements (Tables S1F and S1G) collectively contribute approximately 1.1 Gbp (61%, or 75% if gaps are excluded). Unlike in
most plants and green algae, there are no Copia-type long terminal
repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (RTs) detectable. We discovered a
family of repeats with putative GIY-YIG-homing endonuclease and
reverse transcriptase domains, which are hallmarks of Penelope
RTs and group II introns that are uncommon in plant genomes.
The density of LTR elements in the genome is intermediate
between compact genomes, like those of Arabidopsis thaliana
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Figure 1. Evolution of Charophytic Algae and Land Plant Features
Cladogram symbolizing streptophytic evolution shows gain/expansion (green lines) and loss (red lines) of features; topology as in (Wickett et al., 2014) with
phytohormone-related terms in blue and TFs and TRs in brown. Expansions (and gains/losses) detected in the Chara lineage are shown by asterisks. See text for
abbreviations. Modes of cytokinesis: a cleavage furrow with persistent telophase spindle as seen in Klebsormidium and a phragmoplast seen in Chara that differs
from that of land plants, as the cell plate in Chara shows little centrifugal growth but is formed simultaneously across the cell’s equator.

or Klebsormidium nitens, and other large genomes, such as
maize and barley (Figure 3). C. braunii introns are an order of
magnitude longer than in any of the other genomes investigated
here (Table S1L), although intron boundaries appear to be
conserved. The high intron length coincides with a low number
of introns per gene (3.82), similar to the value for the barley
genome (3.89; Table S1L); intron length and number show
negative correlation (r = 0.42). Repetitive elements represent
39% of the intron space (Figure 3; Mendeley archive), which is
strikingly enriched with Penelope-like elements and depleted
of other types of repeats, including class 2 transposable elements (Helitrons and DNA transposons), suggesting differential
integration bias and/or retention in introns as compared to intergenic space (Table S1L).
Evolutionary Novelties Enabling Terrestrialization and
Land Plant Heritage Genes
The lineage harboring C. braunii diverged from land plants
550–750 Ma (Morris et al., 2018). By identifying features that
are shared between the C. braunii genome and extant land
plants, putative ancestral traits that have been retained over
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several hundred Ma can be identified. Here, we refer to the genes
underlying these traits as land plant heritage genes (LPHGs) and
similarly deduce evolutionary novelties.
Cell Division and Cell Wall
C. braunii, like land plants, performs cytokinesis by assembling a
cell plate using a phragmoplast microtubule array while K. nitens
divides by an evolutionarily older cleavage (Figure 1). Phragmoplast-mediated cell division is assumed to have enabled filament
branching through a shift in the plane of cell division (Buschmann
and Zachgo, 2016). Land plants also evolved another microtubule array, the preprophase band (PPB), which functions in
phragmoplast and cell plate guidance. Focusing on genes for
phragmoplast and PPB function, a list of 221 A. thaliana cytokinesis genes was compiled (Table S1C). Sequence comparisons
showed that the genomes of A. thaliana, Physcomitrella patens,
C. braunii, and K. nitens have a highly similar complement of
cytokinesis-related genes, while the unicellular chlorophyte
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is divergent. Interestingly, the
C. braunii genome lacks the TANGLED1 gene. In land plants,
microtubule-associated TANGLED1 localizes to PPBs and is
required for phragmoplast guidance (Walker et al., 2007). Since

Figure 2. Life Cycle and Habit of Chara braunii
Meiosis occurs just prior to germination. At germination, a positively gravitropic rhizoid and a protonema that develops into the thallus are formed. The shoot-like
thallus (phototropic and negatively gravitropic) comprises stem-like structures (axes) and whorls of branchlets (lateral organs appended to the main axes having
adaxial-abaxial differentiation) at axial nodes. Growth of the axis/stem is axial from the terminal (apical) cell. Internodal cells, up to 5-cm long, are multinucleate.
Internodal cells and branchlets are connected via specialized nodes or central cells connecting the internodes. Nodal cells can serve asexual propagation, as they
can form apical cells de novo. Female (oogonia) and male (antheridia) gametangia are borne on branchlet nodes of the monoicous thalli and generate female (egg
cell) and male (sperm cell) gametes. The oogonial complex is comprised of an egg cell and associated corona, jacket (five spiral tube cells), and basal cells. Sperm
cells arise from filaments produced on the inner surfaces of antheridial shield cells. Upon fertilization, the only diploid cell of the life cycle, the dormant zygote or
oospore, is formed. Charasomes are plasmamembrane invaginations that allow carbon concentration via local acidification. Cells are connected by plasmodesmata. Actin-myosin-based cytoplasmic streaming provides a fast transport mechanism. C. braunii is ecorticate; other species develop cortical cells (filaments
with spine cells) from the nodes that cover the axis and branchlet internodal cells. LS, longitudinal section.
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Figure 3. Gene and Transposon Length and Density in Selected Plant and Algal Genomes.
(A and B) Comparative box and whisker plots depicting distributions of feature lengths (A) and densities in 100-kbp windows (B). Organisms are ordered top-down
by decreasing genome size; x axes are logarithmic scale. Features are color coded (legend on the right) and comprise predicted genes, helitrons, intact full-length
LTR elements (flLTRE), and potentially fragmented copies (LTREs).

TANGLED1 homologs are found in several bryophytes, but none
in any algae, this gene likely played an important role in PPB
evolution (Figure 1). To gain further insight into the evolution of
the phragmoplast, we determined how many paralogs each of
the cytokinesis genes has in C. braunii as compared to
K. nitens. In this way, we identified possible phragmoplast signature genes (Table S1C). Among others, we detected expansion
of cyclins, as well as EXOCYST and SNARE complex members
(Table S1C and Data S1Q–S1S). The expansion of phragmoplast-related gene families in C. braunii/the Phragmoplastophyta, but not in Chlorophyta, K. nitens, or Mesostigma viride,
suggests their sub- and neofunctionalization to enable phragmoplast function.
Like land plant cell walls, those of C. braunii consist of cellulose embedded within a pectin and hemicellulose matrix (Sørensen et al., 2011); its synthesis is orchestrated by a repertoire of
glycosyltransferases much like in land plants (Table S1H), with
the exception of an apparently unique mechanism for xylan synthesis. The GT47 xylan synthase XYS1 has been identified in
K. nitens, as well as IRX9 and IRX14 from GT43 (Data S1A), implicated in xylan biosynthesis despite no apparent requirement for
being an active enzyme (Ren et al., 2014). Orthologs to neither
XYS1 nor IRX9/14 could be identified in C. braunii; however, a
deep-branching, highly diverged form of GT43 was identified
as the most likely C. braunii xylan synthase, providing the first
hint that GT43 sequences are enzymatically involved in synthesizing xylan.
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Phytohormones
Phytohormones enable the integration of environmental stimuli
with developmental programs. As such, they are a key feature
of land plants, with some apparently having origins in algae
(Hori et al., 2014; Ju et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Potential
orthologs of phytohormone pathway genes were defined across
K. nitens, C. braunii, P. patens, and A. thaliana (Figure 4 and Tables 1 and S1J).
Auxin
Auxin (AUX) is one of the major regulators of plant growth and
development. Biosynthesis of AUX (Hori et al., 2014), as well
as transcriptional and physiological response to high concentrations, have been shown in K. nitens (Ohtaka et al., 2017). In
contrast to K. nitens, genes enconding biosynthetic enzymes
of the TAA and YUCCA families are absent from C. braunii (Table
1). In C. australis IAA, serotonin and melatonin accumulate in a
synchronized manner during the day/night cycle (Beilby et al.,
2015). As the tryptamine IAA biosynthetic pathway intersects
with the serotonin/melatonin pathway (Tivendale et al., 2014),
Chara may synthesize and metabolize AUX via a different route
than land plants.
Homologous genes for both PINs and ABCBs are present in
the C. braunii genome (Tables 1 and S1K), supporting previous
data on polar AUX transport (PAT) in K. nitens (Hori et al.,
2014) and Charales (Boot et al., 2012). Homologous sequences
for AUX1/LAX-like influx carriers, as well as the intracellular
PIN-like (PILS) transporters, however, are absent from the

Figure 4. Overview of Predicted Presence of Factors in Phytohormone Biosynthesis and Signaling Pathways of C. braunii
Shown are biosynthesis enzymes (rectangles), receptors (pentagons), signal transduction components (hexagons), and TFs (ovals). Elements for which no
orthologs were found (light green dashed boxes) and for which putative orthologs were identified (dark green boxes) (confer Tables 1, S1J, and S1K).
Abbreviations as in Table 1.

C. braunii genome (Table 1), suggesting that AUX transport and
homeostasis display an evolutionary history different from other
streptophytes.
The land-plant-type AUX signaling cascade, consisting of
SCFTIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA co-receptors and AUX response factor
(ARF) TFs, was suggested to be absent in K. nitens (Hori et al.,
2014; Ohtaka et al., 2017). K. nitens encodes an Aux/IAAdomain-containing protein (Wang et al., 2015) that features an
additional B3 domain, is not induced by IAA (Ohtaka et al.,
2017), and is thus not classified as canonical Aux/IAA (Table
1). In addition to all components of the ubiquitin-proteasome
system (Table S1I), C. braunii features a single ARF (Data S1E)
with land-plant-like domain composition (Flores-Sandoval
et al., 2018) and two Aux/IAA-like sequences (Table 1 and Data
S1F) clustering with the A. thaliana non-canonical IAA33 (lacking
a TOPLESS-interacting motif and degron for AUX-dependent
SCFTIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA interactions).
C. braunii also encodes several F-box proteins (FBPs) with
sequence similarity to land plant phytohormone co-receptors
(Data S1P). None of the TIR1/AFB-like FBPs cluster with the
land plant AUX co-receptor gene family (Data S1G). Our structural modeling, however, reveals that the C. braunii sequences
adopt a solenoid-fold architecture resembling TIR1 (Tan et al.,
2007). Ligand binding modeling supported the potential ability
to form an AUX binding pocket (Data S1P). The existence of
only degron-less C. braunii Aux/IAAs, however, prompts to
postulate that a land-plant-like TIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA co-receptor
pair is most likely not functional in C. braunii.

Consequently, while obvious candidates for canonical land
plant AUX biosynthesis genes are lacking, there is a partial
candidate gene set of the major land plant AUX signaling and
PAT pathways in C. braunii. In conclusion, AUX biosynthesis,
transport, and some form of signaling were already present in
the last common ancestor of C. braunii and K. nitens, but AUX
signaling via ARFs was apparently gained in the common
ancestor of Phragmoplastophyta, as was ARF repression by
Aux/IAAs (Figure 4 and Table S1Q).
Cytokinin
The cytokinin (CK) signaling pathway consists of four protein
families: the receptor, the histidine-containing phosphotransfer
protein, and the types A and B response regulators (RRA and
RRB) (Heyl et al., 2013). The C. braunii genome encodes members of the first three, but no RRBs (Figure 4 and Table 1). This
is in contrast to their presence in all chlorophytes and charophytes analyzed (Hori et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). Several
RR domains closely related to RRBs were found, but none contained the Myb domain essential for RRB function (Table S1J).
Given the complexity of the C. braunii genome, it is possible
that not all genes were correctly or completely predicted, but
neither genome nor transcriptome data (Data S1H) provide evidence for RRB genes. Their loss suggests either the rewiring of
CK signaling or substitution of RRB function by other genes.
Ethylene
The C. braunii genome possesses one or more potential homologs of all of the core components associated with ethylene
(ETH) signaling (Figure 4 and Tables 1 and S1J). Chara exhibits
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Table 1. Comparison of Gene Families Operating in the Biosynthesis and Signaling Networks of Phytohormones
Gene/Gene Family

K. nitens

C. braunii

P. patens

A. thaliana

Tryptophan-aminotransferase-related proteins
(TAA/TAR)

1

0

6

5

YUCCA (YUC)

1

0

8

11

Transport inhibitor response 1/AUX signaling F-box
(TIR1/AFB)

0

0

5

5

AUX response factor (ARF)

0

1

15

22

Indole-3-acetic acid inducible (Aux/IAA)

1/0a

2

4

29

4

1

2

20

AUX Biosynthesis

AUX Signaling

AUX Metabolism
Gretchenhagen (GH)
AUX Transport
ATP-binding cassette B (ABCB)

7

5

10

22

AUX resistance 1 (AUX1/LAX)

1

0

9

4

PIN-formed 1 (PIN)

1

6

4

8

PIN-likes 1 (PILS)

3

0

3

7

CHASE-domain-containing histidine kinase (CHK)

6

2

11

3

Histidine-containing phosphotransfer proteins (HPT)

1

1

2

5

Response regulator type B (RRB)

1

0

5

11

Response regulator type A (RRA)

1

2

7

10

1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate synthase (ACS)

1

2

2

12

1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase (ACO)

0

0

0

5

CK Signaling

ETH Biosynthesis

ETH Signaling
ETH response/ETH response sensor (ETR/ERS)

5

4

8

5

Constitutive triple response 1 (CTR1)

1

2

1

1

ETH insensitive2 (EIN2)

0

1

2

1

ETH insensitive3 (EIN3)

1

4

2

6

EIN3 binding F-box protein (EBF1)

1

1

2

2

1

1

3

1

ABA Biosynthesis
Phytoene synthase 1 (PSY1)
Phytoene desaturase (PDS)

2

1

2

1

Lutein deficient (LUT)

1

1

1

3

Zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZEP/ABA1)

1

1

1

1

9-Cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED)

0

0

2

5

Abscisic aldehyde oxidase3 (AAO3)

1

0

2

1

Pyrabactin resistance (PYR)

0

0

4

14

Protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C—Group A)

1

0

2

9

SNF-related kinase (SnRK)

1

1

4

5

CBL-interacting protein kinase (CIPK)

1

0

7

25

Calcium-dependent protein kinase (CPK)

1

2

30

34

ABA Signaling

SL Synthesis
Beta carotene isomerase (D27)

2

1

1

1

Carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase (CCD7)

2

0

1

1

Carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase (CCD8)

2

0

1

1
(Continued on next page)
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Table 1.

Continued

Gene/Gene Family

K. nitens

C. braunii

P. patens

A. thaliana

Alfa beta hydrolase (D14)

0

0

0

1

D14-like/ Karrikin insensitive2 (KAI2)

2

1

11

2

More axillary branching 2 (MAX2)

0

0

1

1

SL Signaling

A specific set of individual genes or gene families encoding steps in the phytohormone biosynthesis/signaling/metabolism/transport networks has
been analyzed in K. nitens, C. braunii, P. patens, and A. thaliana (Table S1J).
a
kfl00094_0070 features Aux/IAA domains but also a B3 domain (see text for details).

ETH-binding activity (Wang et al., 2006), and C. braunii encodes
several ETH receptor homologs. Notably, C. braunii possesses a
full-length homolog of EIN2, a central regulator in ETH signaling.
This is in contrast to both the K. nitens genome, which lacks EIN2
(Hori et al., 2014), and the Spirogyra pratensis transcriptome,
which shows only a partial EIN2 sequence (Ju et al., 2015).
Except for EIN2, S. pratensis possesses an ETH signaling
pathway that is functionally conserved with the pathway known
in land plants (Ju et al., 2015). These findings indicate that the
land-plant-like ETH signaling pathway was established in the
common ancestor of the Phragmoplastophyta after its divergence from the lineage leading to Klebsormidium.
Abscisic acid
Orthologs of the core abscisic acid (ABA) signaling components
are present in bryophytes, and it has been suggested that all ABA
biosynthesis/signaling components were gained in the common
ancestor of Charophyta (Ju et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015), with
the exception of PYR/PYL receptors that were probably gained
in the common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae and land plants
(de Vries et al., 2018). The C. braunii genome does not contain
homologs of the co-receptors ABI/HAB nor the PYR/RCAR family of receptors (Park et al., 2009) but possesses homologs of
genes encoding enzymes that act early in the ABA synthesis
pathway (from carotenoid synthesis to violaxanthin; Figure 4
and Tables 1 and S1J). Given that the presence of ABA has
been confirmed in C. braunii (Hackenberg and Pandey, 2014),
it is likely that the biosynthetic pathway differs from that found
in land plants, with ABA possibly being synthesized directly
from farnesyl pyrophosphate.
Strigolactones
Orthologs of all the core strigolactone (SL) signaling components
have been identified exclusively in the genomes of seed plants;
however, D14-like receptor homologs are found encoded by
bryophytes and charophytes (Bythell-Douglas et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2015). Two SL-related homologs were identified in
C. braunii: one encoding beta carotene isomerase D27 and
one encoding the candidate SL/karrikin receptor D14-like (Figure 4 and Tables 1 and S1J). Given the presence of SL in several
Charales species and the activity of the synthetic SL GR24 on
Chara corallina rhizoid growth (Delaux et al., 2012), it is likely
that SL synthesis and signaling differ in charophyceans and in
seed plants (Bythell-Douglas et al., 2017). It has been suggested
that D14-like proteins might act as the SL receptor(s) in
this group.
In summary, although the phytohormones AUX and CK seem
to be ancestral features of streptophytes, and SL and ABA of

Phragmoplastophyta (Figure 1), the respective biosynthesis
and/or signaling pathways differ between seed plants and
C. braunii. Some features of these four phytohormone networks,
and of ETH signaling, first appeared in the Phragmoplastophyta,
as evident by their presence in C. braunii. Others were either not
present in the ancestor or have since diverged.
Plastid Evolution: Photorespiration and Retrograde
Signaling
Photorespiration, which recycles the two-carbon compound
formed when ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
reacts with oxygen instead of CO2, is crucial to photosynthesis
in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. The C. braunii genome encodes proteins necessary to carry out a plant-like photorespiratory cycle, including a plant-type glycolate oxidase (GOX)
(Table S1M) with structural features preferring glycolate over
lactate (Hackenberg et al., 2011). Plant-type GOX is also present in K. nitens, while C. reinhardtii uses a mitochondrial
glycolate dehydrogenase for photorespiratory glycolate
metabolism (Nakamura et al., 2005). Apparently, plant-like
photorespiration was present in the common ancestor of
Streptophyta, the pathway being a feature that might have
aided terrestrialization.
The plastid-to-nucleus signaling network optimizes plastid
function in land plants. All Chloroplastida (Figure 1) share
EXECUTOR-transduced singlet oxygen and rudimentary tetrapyrrole-derived retrograde signaling, to which streptophytes
recruited GUN2/3 (Figure 5A). Our data show that C. braunii,
but not K. nitens, encodes GUN1, at which multiple retrograde
signals converge in land plants (reviewed by Chan et al., 2016).
The only GUN1 candidate protein in K. nitens (kfl00096_0090)
clustered with streptophyte algae- and bryophyte-specific
PPRs, but not GUN1 (Data S1I). Hence, retrograde signaling
featuring GUN1 might represent an evolutionary novelty of the
Phragmoplastophyta (Figure 1).
Plastid-encoded RNA polymerase (PEP) is the ancestral RNA
polymerase of the plastid—and for most Archaeplastida, the only
plastid-localized RNA polymerase. In land plants, PEP activity is
controlled through PEP-associated proteins (PAPs) (Pfalz and
Pfannschmidt, 2013). We detected 5, 8, 10, and 11 PAP
orthologs in C. reinhardtii, K. nitens, C. braunii, and P. patens,
respectively. PAPs were thus already present in streptophyte
algae (Figure 5A) and underwent expansion in land plants.
Most of the detected PAPs are predicted to be targeted to the
chloroplast, the mitochondrion, or both (Table S1N); dual localization of PAPs to both organelles might be an ancient and
conserved character state.
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Figure 5. Land Plant Heritage Genes Present in the C. braunii Genome
(A) Growing repertoire of retrograde signaling components, as well as PAPs, along the streptophyte trajectory. Potential retrograde signaling orthologs are
marked with colored dots (see species key). PAPs are shown in the bottom inset. XRN2/XRN3 were not distinguished due to paralogy; faded dots mark the
paralogy of Chlamydomonas FSD2 and the detection of P. patens PTAC7 ortholog with E < 104; mosses encode the cyanobacterial (i.e., non-PAP) version of
MurE (Garcia et al., 2008), potentially applying for algal MurEs, too.
(B) Bayesian inference phylogenetic tree of plant MADS-box genes. Posterior probabilities (R0.6) of main branches are depicted next to the tree. Insert shows the
exon-intron structures of representatives of MIKCC-type genes together with the Chara MIKC-type genes.
(C) Condensed maximum likelihood (ML) tree of the LysM-RLK family. The Charales sequences form a single clade (blue branches) encompassing seven
C. braunii sequences. Duplication (red circle) leading to the LYK (orange) and LYR (green) subclades occurred at the base of the embryophytes. The moss and
liverwort clades are clustered.
(D and E) Gene ontology (GO) enrichment word clouds (biological process). Word clouds of genes downregulated (D) or upregulated (E) in oogonia as compared
to antheridia. Font size correlates with significance; red terms are depleted and green terms enriched; top three terms each are shown.
See also Figures S4 and S6 and Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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Transcriptional Regulation
Within the Chloroplastida, morphological complexity correlates
with the number of TF (acting in a sequence-specific manner,
typically by binding to cis-regulatory elements) and transcriptional regulators (TR; acting on chromatin or via protein-protein
interaction) genes (Lang et al., 2010). We identified 730 TF/TR
genes in the C. braunii genome (Table S1Q), the complement
of such proteins thus being larger than in K. nitens (627)
or C. reinhardtii (542), coinciding with morphological complexity.
C. braunii encodes several TFs that are not present in other
algae, including K. nitens. Based on the available data, these
families first appear in the Phragmoplastophyta, although they
were previously thought to have been gained in the common
ancestor of Coleochaetophyceae, Zygnematophyceae, and
land plants (Wilhelmsson et al., 2017). They include the single
canonical ARF mentioned before, as well as TCP, HRT, and
Zn cluster TFs (Figure 1). The C. braunii genome encodes
two TCP genes, which belong to TCP-P (class I) and TCP-C
(class II). The two TCP subgroups are known to exert antagonistic functions in A. thaliana with regard to growth proliferation
of organs and tissues (Nicolas and Cubas, 2016), implying that
the appearance of two different TCP genes might have contributed to regulation of proliferation in the Phragmoplastophyta.
Two separate clades of MADS-box genes exist (types I and II),
with land plant type II genes further subdivided into so called
MIKCC- and MIKC*-type genes (Gramzow and Theissen,
2010). No type I genes were identified in the C. braunii genome,
but three type II genes, of which only CbMADS1 shows a canonical MIKC-type domain structure. Phylogeny reconstructions,
together with exon-intron structure analysis (Figures 5B and S4
and Data S1K) suggest that MIKCC- and MIKC*-type genes
evolved from the duplication of an ancestral type II gene followed
by different exon duplications in both gene lineages. As such,
CbMADS1 may serve as a model for the ancestral MIKC-type
gene that gave rise to MIKCC- and MIKC*-type genes of land
plants.
C. braunii encodes 11 basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TFs in 5
subfamilies. The Va(2) subfamily is present in chlorophytic and
charophytic genomes and not present in land plants, suggesting
that this subfamily was lost in the lineage leading to land plants
(Tables S1O and S1P). The C. braunii genome encodes 11 homeodomain (HD) TFs grouped into 9 subfamilies (Tables S1O and
S1P). Consistent with previous analyses (Catarino et al., 2016),
C. braunii contains members of the KNOX, BEL, DDT, and
PINTOX subfamilies that are conserved in chlorophytes.
Zygotes and Spores as Analogs to Seeds
Dormant haploid spores of mosses share features of regulation
and coat biosynthesis with diploid seeds of flowering plants
(Daku et al., 2016; Vesty et al., 2016). The diploid zygotes of
Chara are dormant diaspores that presumably undergo meiosis
and germinate upon suitable environmental cues (Delwiche and
Cooper, 2015). Differential expression analysis shows that a
number of transcripts related to seed storage proteins (cupin
superfamily, oleosins) and to stress tolerance proteins found in
seeds (e.g., late embryogenesis abundant) accumulate to high
levels in zygotes (Figure S5). These proteins probably enable
the C. braunii zygotes to withstand harsh environmental
conditions and represent a reservoir of nutrients to facilitate

germination and growth. Homologs of these genes have apparently been adopted during land plant evolution to enable
dormancy in other diaspores, namely spores and seeds.
Evolutionary Novelties of the Chara Lineage
Trihelix TFs
The number of TFs per family is lower in C. braunii than in land
plants for most families, with the trihelix family being an
exception: 302 members are encoded, while land plant genomes
typically encode approximately 30 copies (Table S1Q). Trihelix
TFs are involved in the regulation of development (e.g., embryogenesis, flower development), as well as responses to abiotic
and biotic factors. Based on RNA-seq data, at least 28 of the
C. braunii genes are expressed (Figure S5 and Table S4): 19 in
vegetative tissue (of which 6 are expressed exclusively in
vegetative tissue) and 22 in reproductive tissues (antheridia,
oogonia, zygotes; Figure S5). Phylogenetic analysis shows that
the vast majority of C. braunii trihelix paralogs groups outside
of the four clades previously defined (Kaplan-Levy et al., 2012)
(Data S1J). Similar to secondary expansion of TF families in
other lineages, the expansion of trihelix TFs in C. braunii might
be connected to the independent evolution of morphological
complexity.
Phytohormones: PINs
There are six PIN AUX transporter proteins potentially encoded
by the C. braunii genome (Table S1J). In land plants, the
evolution of morphological complexity in the gametophytic
generation, and later in the sporophytic generation, coincides
with independent radiations within the PIN gene family (Bennett,
2015). Given its high morphological complexity, the same might
have occurred in C. braunii.
Motor Network
The evolution of land plants is accompanied by increased abundance of myosin and kinesin domain proteins. Because K. nitens
has slightly more predicted kinesins than C. braunii (Table S1S),
it appears that phragmoplast evolution did not depend on the
neofunctionalization of kinesin paralogs. However, myosin
motors use filamentous actin as tracks. The expansion of the
actin family in C. braunii (K. nitens and C. reinhardtii encode 7
actin genes, whereas C. braunii has 16; Data S1T and S1U),
with each gene encoding a slightly different protein, hints at varying functions among the cytoskeleton. Land plants have from 9
actin genes (Marchantia polymorpha) to often 12 (A. thaliana,
papaya, Amborella trichocarpa), and up to 34 in the polyploid
maize, while transcriptomic data of other Charales suggests
high numbers of underlying genes—e.g., 27 transcripts in Nitella
mirabilis, 101 in N. hyalina (and 46 in the desmid Penium margaritaceum). The high numbers of actin genes detected in the
amoebal protist Naegleria gruberi (86), and the slime mold
Dictyostelium discoideum (39) (Joseph et al., 2008), can in large
part be explained by their involvement in cell movement. Thus,
the additional actin genes of Chara, Nitella, and Penium may
serve the enhanced cytoplasmic streaming observed in these
organisms.
Electrical Excitability
Inspired by the work of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) on the squid
axon, the large internodal cells of Chara emerged as an excellent
experimental system for electrophysiological studies on plant
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excitability: the ‘‘Green Axon’’ (Beilby, 2007). On a slower timescale (10003), the internodal cells fire action potentials (APs) in
response to such stimuli as depolarization, light, heat shock,
injury, or touch. The C. braunii genome encodes several putative
touch/mechano-sensitive (MS) channels: two members of the
MscS-like (MSL) family, as well as an ortholog of the
eukaryote-specific Piezo-type channel. The negative resting potential (up to 250 mV) across the plasma membrane is generated by the P-type H+-ATPases, encoded in the C. braunii
genome (Table S1R). Ca2+ and Cl contribute to the depolarizing
phase of the Chara AP, while K+ efflux shapes the AP repolarization phase as in animals. No animal-like voltage-gated Na+ or
Ca2+ channels were identified, but a single ALMT-type anion
channel gene is present in C. braunii. The anion channel in Chara
is Ca2+ activated and voltage sensitive, so an Anoctamin-like
channel poses another possibility. A Shaker-type, voltage-gated
K+ channel in the C. braunii genome probably mediates the depolarization-activated potassium efflux of the AP repolarization
phase. The C. braunii habit of long internodal cells might require
long-distance electrical signaling (Beilby, 2015) enabled by its
peculiar set of ion channels. The similarities or differences of
C. braunii AP, as compared to flowering plants, are yet to be
established.
Sensing of Biotic Interaction and Microbiome
Land plants harbor a large number of LysM receptor-like kinases
(RLKs) involved in the perception of chitin-based signals
produced by pathogenic and beneficial microorganisms. One
member of this family has been described in charophytic algae,
suggesting either an inability to discriminate microorganisms or
an alternative system to do so (Delaux et al., 2015). The
C. braunii genome revealed the presence of seven LysM-RLKs
(Figure 5C and Data S1N) that expanded independently of land
plant LysM-RLKs. This expansion may reflect an adaptation of
C. braunii to an extended range of interacting microorganisms
(co-cultured bacteria: Tables S1T and S1U). This is noteworthy
given that many have failed to axenically cultivate Charophyceae, raising the possibility that growth may be dependent on
microbiotic commensalism or mutualism.
Sexual Reproduction and the ROS Network
To analyze reproductive mechanisms, transcriptomes of
antheridia, oogonia, and zygotes were generated (Figures 5,
6, and S6 and Tables S2 and S3). For antheridia, the data
demonstrate that cell motility is upregulated as expected (Figures 5D and S6A). Of 949 differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) upregulated in antheridia, 49 encode proteins harboring
dynein heavy chains. Dynein-mediated transport is employed in
flagellate cells, such as spermatozoids, and was lost during
land plant evolution, concomitant with the loss of motile cells
(Rensing et al., 2008). 22 of 302 trihelix TFs are expressed in
reproductive tissues. Of those, 9 are expressed in all three
tissues, with 5 specifically in antheridia, 7 in oogonia and

antheridia, and 1 specifically in the zygote (Figure S5B). This
expression profile may suggest a possible role for these genes
in sexual reproduction, in particular in antheridia. Transcripts of
a high-mobility group (HMG) TR and a RWP-RK TF also specifically accumulated in antheridia. Members of these families
were shown to be involved in mating in fungi (Barve et al.,
2003) and gamete differentiation in C. reinhardtii (Lin
and Goodenough, 2007), and the single RWP-RK TF in
M. polymorpha keeps egg cells quiescent in the absence of
fertilization (Rövekamp et al., 2016).
Zygote transcriptome profiles are characterized by transcription, microtubule-based movement, and protein kinase activities
(Figure S6D)—processes that might be hallmarks of the diploid
zygote maturing and entering dormancy. 87 TFs/TRs are differentially expressed between zygotes and oogonia, among them
families typically linked to the regulation of development (e.g.,
bHLH, HD, AP2/EREBP; Figure S5C), supporting the hypothesis
that transcription undergoes a switch after fertilization. One of
the seven LysM RLKs (g44510) is strongly induced in zygotes.
In line with potential commensalism mentioned above, this
protein might detect the presence of beneficial microbes as
a putative factor triggering meiosis and germination of the
dormant zygote.
Of particular interest is the upregulation of oxidation-reduction
processes in oogonia as compared to antheridia or zygotes (Figures 5E, S6B, and S6C). Like all living organisms, C. braunii
needs to deal with constitutive production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) using the ROS gene network (Figure S7 and Table
S1X). In contrast to land plants, aquatic plants have the option to
let ROS diffuse into the water. C. braunii encodes all families
responsible for ROS scavenging, but with lower gene copy
number in comparison to land plants. In contrast, CC-type
glutaredoxins (GRXs) (ROXYs in A. thaliana), which exert crucial
functions during angiosperm reproductive development (Gutsche et al., 2015), could not be detected (Table S1X). Among
redox-associated genes (Table S1X), the class III peroxidases
(Prx), thioredoxins, and respiratory burst oxidase homologs
expanded greatly during land plant evolution. However, only
Prx expanded in C. braunii compared to K. nitens (Data S1O).
With both peroxidative and hydroxylic catalytic cycles, these
enzymes can regulate ROS and polymerize cell wall compounds
(Francoz et al., 2015). Most of the C. braunii Prx are predicted
to be secreted; as such, they may contribute to the formation
of the strikingly elaborate reproductive structures—e.g., the
thick zygote wall (Figure 2).
7 out of 12 Prx are 2- to 8-fold more highly expressed in
oogonia than in antheridia or zygotes (Figure 6). The higher
expression of the ROS gene network could be related to the
ROS homeostasis regulation necessary for an optimum fecundation. Flowering plant stigmas exhibit high levels of peroxidase
activity when receptive to pollen (McInnis et al., 2006) and have

Figure 6. Expression of the ROS Gene Network during Sexual Reproduction.
ROS-related gene abundance expressed in transcripts per million (TPM) was transformed to log scale and represented as heatmap in zygotes, oogonia, and
antheridia. Gene distance was calculated using the Euclidean method, and genes were clustered using complete linkage. DEGs (p < 0.01) between zygotes and
oogonia and oogonia and antheridia are depicted: green up arrow, log2(fold-change) > 0; red down arrow, log2(fold-change) < 0. The expanded family of class III
peroxidases is shown in bold.
See also Figure S5, S6, and S7 and Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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been discussed to be involved in pollen-pistil interaction or
pollen-tube growth/penetration (Beltramo et al., 2012). For
A. thaliana root and shoot apical meristems, it was shown that
stem-cell-specific Prx fine tune the balance between superoxide
anions (O2.-) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and thereby affect
the switch between cell maintenance and differentiation (Zeng
et al., 2017). Differential regulation of ROS levels by Prx might
control sexual reproduction in C. braunii. Potentially, this mechanism arose in the common ancestor of Phragmoplastophyta
and has been recruited from the gametophyte to the sporophyte
during land plant evolution.
Conclusions
The C. braunii genome encodes more proteins than other algae
but less than most land plants. Both, specific gains/expansions
and losses, can be attributed to the Chara lineage (Figure 1). In
absence of a WGD, gene family expansions resulted from gene
duplication and differential loss. Many of these events likely
represent secondary gains in Chara complexity via sub- and
neofunctionalization. We hypothesize that many gene family expansions detected in the C. braunii genome underpin its strikingly complex morphology.
Comparative genome analysis clearly reflects the phylogenetic placement of C. braunii as a close relative of land plants,
with both striking similarities and important differences. It demonstrates the substantial insights into fundamental aspects of
plant biology that can be gained by comparing diverse relatives.
Molecular signatures across genomes reveal that AUX transport
via PINs, trihelix TFs, and MIKC-type MADS genes, as well as
photorespiration and diaspore storage proteins, were present
prior to the divergence of K. nitens (Figure 1). Other features,
such as the non-motile vegetative phase and filamentous
growth, evolved later.
Therefore, many of what were previously considered landplant-like features clearly evolved in the common ancestor of
the Phragmoplastophyta (Figure 1). These features include polyplastidy, branching, cellulose synthase rosettes, apical cell
growth, several features of phytohormone networks, potential
involvement of ROS in sexual reproduction, and the phragmoplast. Some features, such as GRAS TFs and the PPB-like
isthmus band of microtubules, evolved after the split of Charophyceae or Coleochaetophyceae. Life on land meant increased
exposure to UV light. RNA editing repairs UVB-induced mutations in land plants (Maier et al., 2008). Editing evolved after
the divergence of Charophyceae from the lineage leading to
Zygnematophyceae and land plants (Cahoon et al., 2017).
Key editing factors (PPR proteins) are much less abundant in
C. braunii (57) than in the Spirogyra (379) or P. patens (100)
genomes (Table S1Y). Other features, such as the multicellular
sporophyte and embryogenesis, the synthesis of a complex
cuticle, and the ability to associate with arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungi, evolved at the base of the land plants and further during
land plant evolution (Figure 1). Among the latter features are
hallmarks of plants’ adaptations to land. Yet before any of
these adaptations evolved, LPHGs enabled the first steps of
terrestrialization. The key to their identification lies in comparative genomics studies using streptophyte algae, as exemplified
here for C. braunii.
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reproductive stages

This study

BioProject PRJNA445548

Chara braunii Illumina RNA-seq data used for
annotation

This study

BioProject PRJDB3228

Chara braunii PacBio and Illumina genomic DNA
sequencing data

This study

BioProject PRJDB3348

Genomic and transcriptomic data used for
comparative analysis, see Table SAA

This study

n/a

Glycosyltransferase repertoire of S. moellendorffii
and P. patens

PMID: 22567114

http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pone.
0035846.s017

Phylogenetic trees and alignments, data
for Figure 3

This study

Mendeley https://doi.org/10.17632/9hzzf9m4kh.1

Transporter Classification Database (TCDB)

Saier et al., 2016

http://tcdb.org

Chara braunii S276

isolated from soil of Lake
Kasumigaura (Ibaraki, Japan)

maintained at Kobe University; Herbarium
press TNS-AL 209137 available at the National
Science Museum (TNS), Tsukuba, Japan

Chara braunii S277

collected from a pond at
Saijo (Ehime, Japan) for
this study

maintained at Kobe University; Herbarium
press TNS-AL 209138 available at the National
Science Museum (TNS), Tsukuba, Japan

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
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Software and Algorithms
3DLigandSite

Wass et al., 2010

http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/3dligandsite/

ALLPATHS-LG

Gnerre et al., 2011

http://software.broadinstitute.org/allpathslg/blog/?page_id=12

Augustus

Keller et al., 2011

http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/augustus/

BEDtools v2.25.0

Quinlan, 2014

http://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Bioconductor Package GenomicRanges

Lawrence et al., 2013

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/GenomicRanges.html

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (bwa mem v.0.7.8-r455)

Li and Durbin, 2010

https://sourceforge.net/projects/bio-bwa/files/

CEGMA

Parra et al., 2007

http://korflab.ucdavis.edu/datasets/cegma/#SCT8

CLC Assembly Cell

QIAGEN Bioinformatics

https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/
clc-assembly-cell/

CONCOCT

Alneberg et al., 2014

https://github.com/BinPro/CONCOCT

Cufflinks v2.0.2

Trapnell et al., 2010

https://github.com/cole-trapnell-lab/cufflinks

DESeq2 v1.14.1

Love et al., 2014

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/
html/DESeq2.html

ESTScan

Iseli et al., 1999

http://estscan.sourceforge.net

feature v1.2.13

Duong et al., 2008

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/feature/
index.html

GAG - Genome Annotation Generator V1.0

Hall et al., 2014

http://genomeannotation.github.io/GAG/

GenomeTools [gff3/LTRdigest/LTRharvest] V1.5.9

Steinbiss et al., 2009

http://genometools.org/

HelitronScanner V1.0

Xiong et al., 2014

https://sourceforge.net/projects/
helitronscanner/files/

HGAP & Quiver

Chin et al., 2013

https://www.pacb.com/support/softwaredownloads/

IQ-Tree v1.5.3

Nguyen et al., 2015

http://www.iqtree.org

JELLYFISH

Marçais and Kingsford, 2011

http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/jellyfish/

Jupyter Notebook and IRKernel

Thomas Kluyver, Philipp
Angerer, Jan Schulz

http://jupyter.org/
https://github.com/IRkernel/IRkernel

KeyS

Rensing et al., 2007

http://plantco.de/research.html

MAFFT v6.811b / v7.305b

Katoh and Standley, 2013

https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/

mclust v5.1

Scrucca et al., 2016

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
mclust/index.html

MEGAN5 v5.11.3 / v6

Huson et al., 2016

http://ab.inf.uni-tuebingen.de/software/megan6/

MrBayes v3.2.6

Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001

http://mrbayes.sourceforge.net/

MUMmer v3.23

Delcher et al., 1999

http://mummer.sourceforge.net

MUSCLE v3.8.31

Edgar, 2004

https://www.drive5.com/muscle/

NOVOPlasty ver 2.5.3

Dierckxsens et al., 2017

https://github.com/ndierckx/NOVOPlasty

PAML v4.7

Yang, 2007

http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html

PASTEC

Hoede et al., 1952

https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Tools/PASTEClassifier

pheatmap v1.0.8

Raivo Kolde

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
pheatmap/index.html

PHYLIP 3.695

Jerry Shurman, Mark
Moehring, Joe Felsenstein

http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/
phylip.html

PhyML 3.0

Guindon et al., 2010

http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/

Phyre2

Kelley et al., 2015

http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.
cgi?id=index

Picard-tools 1.129

Broad Institute

http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard.

Prottest

Darriba et al., 2011

https://github.com/ddarriba/prottest3
(Continued on next page)
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RepeatMasker version open-4.0.5

Arian F.A. Smit, Robert
Hubley & Phil Green

http://www.repeatmasker.org

RepeatModeler Version open-1.0.7

Arian F.A. Smit and
Robert Hubley

http://www.repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler/

REPET package v2.4

Flutre et al., 2001

https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Tools/REPET

RSEM v1.2.11

Li and Dewey, 2011

https://github.com/deweylab/RSEM

RNAmmer 1.2

Lagesen et al., 2007

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/RNAmmer/

SINA Alignment Service (Silva database for
classification)

Pruesse et al., 2012

https://www.arb-silva.de/aligner/

Smrtanalysis 2.0.1

PacificBiosciences

http://files.pacb.com/software/smrtanalysis/
2.0.1/smrtanalysis-2.0.1-centos-5.6.tgz

Snakemake v4.3.1

Köster and Rahmann, 2012

https://snakemake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF)

Benson, 1999

http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html

tera-BLASTn 9.0.0

Active Motif

http://www.timelogic.com/catalog/757/tera-blast

topGO v2.22.0

Adrian Alexa and
Jörg Rahnenführer

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/
bioc/html/topGO.html

Tophat v2.1.0

Kim et al., 2013

https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml

TransDecoder v2.0.1

Haas et al., 2013

https://github.com/TransDecoder/TransDecoder

Trimmomatic v0.36

Bolger et al., 2014

http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic

Vmatch v2.3.0

Abouelhoda et al., 2004

http://www.vmatch.de/

Web Apollo

Lee et al., 2013

http://genomearchitect.github.io

Chara braunii genome interface for gene
models open for human curation

This study

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/

DeCypher 9.0.0.25 (Biocomputing Platform)

TimeLogic

http://www.timelogic.com/catalog/752/
biocomputing-platforms

Other

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Stefan A.
Rensing (stefan.rensing@biologie.uni-marburg.de).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Two strains of C. braunii (S276 and S277) were used. The strain S276 was isolated from the thallus, which germinated from the bottom
soil of Lake Kasumigaura (Ibaraki, Japan) and was maintained at Kobe University. The unialgal isolation of this strain was achieved as
follows. First, collected oospores were surface sterilized for 5 to 8 min in 20% (v/v) NaClO (aq) with 0.05% (v/v) Tween20. The sterilized oospores were then transferred into autoclaved soil-water medium for the Charales (SWC-3), containing distilled water and two
layers of substrate: a mixture of black soil and river sand on top of a layer of leaf mold. In the present study, strain S277 was newly
collected from a pond at Saijo (Ehime, Japan) on October 18, 2011. Newly collected specimens of C. braunii were identified based on
their rbcL DNA sequences. The methods employed for field collection and DNA barcoding followed (Sakayama et al., 2009). The thalli
were collected using a handmade anchor. Total DNA was extracted from field-collected samples using the QIAGEN DNeasy Plant
Mini Kit. Partial rbcL DNA sequences were amplified using the primers CHAR-RF-1 (50 -ATGTCACCACAGACAGAAACTAA-30 ) and
CHAR-RR-4 (50 -GCTCCTGGAGCATTTCCCCAAG-30 ). PCR conditions were 95 C for 5min; 32 cycles at 95 C for 40 s, 55 C for
40 s, and 72 C for 1.5min; and 72 C for 7 min using Ex Taq (Takara Bio). PCR products were sequenced using the
primers CHAR-RF-1, CHAR-RR-4, CHAR-RF-2 (50 -GAGCTGTATATGAATGTCTTCG-30 ) and CHAR-RR-3 (50 -GTTTCTGCTTGA
GATTTATA-30 ). The sequences obtained were aligned with published rbcL DNA sequences of the genus Chara downloaded from
GenBank. Sequence alignment was performed using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) with default options. The aligned dataset of the rbcL
DNA sequences was subjected to the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) method with Jukes-Cantor distances and 1,000 bootstrap replicates,
using MEGA 6.0. Based on NJ trees, field-collected samples were identified at the species level. The unialgal culture of S277 was
established following the same procedure as outlined for S276. The pressed specimens of S276 and S277 (TNS-AL 209137 and
209138) were deposited at the Herbarium, Department of Botany, National Science Museum (TNS), Tsukuba, Japan. Routine culture
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was essentially performed at 23 C with a 16-h light: 8-h dark cycle with 24.5 mmol photons m2 s1 illumination provided by fluorescent lamps using soil-water medium for the Charales (SWC-3).
METHOD DETAILS
DNA extraction
Thalli of strain S276 were harvested in SWC-3 medium, washed with distilled water, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 C until
DNA extraction. High molecular weight DNA was prepared by the CTAB method followed by purification with QIAGEN Genomic Tip.
The frozen powder was weighed and poured on 6 volumes of 2X CTAB buffer (2% hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide [CTAB],
1.4M NaCl, 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 20 mM EDTA, 1% Polyvinylpyrrolidone, 1% 2-mercaptoethanol) on a hotplate stirrer at 60 C. After
two rounds of Chloroform:IAA 25:1 extraction, the supernatant was mixed with 3 col of CTAB precipitation buffer (1% CTAB, 50 mM
Tris-Cl pH 8, 10 mM EDTA). The precipitate was recovered by centrifugation and dissolved in NaCl solution (1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl
pH 8, 1 mM EDTA), then precipitated with 0.6 vol of 2-propanol. The precipitate was dissolved in TE and further purified with a
QIAGEN Genomic Tip according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The integrity of the DNA was confirmed with pulsed field electrophoresis using CHEF DR-II (Bio-Rad). Alternatively, genomic DNA from harvested thalli was isolated by grinding the flash frozen
material, adding 15 mL extraction buffer (100mM Tris, 50mM EDTA, 500mM NaCl, 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol; pH8) and 2 mL
10% SDS, and incubating for 10 min at 65 C with mild agitation. Subsequently, 5.4 mL 5M potassium acetate were added and incubated 20 min on ice. After centrifugation at 13,000 g for 20 min at 4 C the DNA is precipitated by adding 14 mL 2-propanol, incubation
for 30 min at 20 C and centrifugation at 13,000 g for 15 min at 4 C. After the isopropanol precipitation the air dryed pellet was dissolved in 700 ml 1x TE buffer (pH 8), 1-3ml RNaseA (10mg/ml) was added and incubated for 10 min at 37 C. To purify the DNA 600 ml
phenol/chloroform 1:1 were added, mixed, centrifuged at 10,000 g for one minute and the aqueous phase extracted. To this phase
600 ml chloroform/isoamylalcohol 24:1 were added, mixed, centrifuged at 10,000 g for one minute and the aqueous phase extracted.
To precipitate the DNA 70 ml 3M Na-acetate and 500 ml isopropanol were added, mixed and centrifuged at 10,000 g for ten minutes.
The pellet was washed with one ml 70% ethanol, dried and afterward was dissolved in deionized water. Quality was controlled using
Nanodrop, Qubit measurement and agarose gel electrophoresis.
Chromosome observation
The thalli with young antheridia were collected within the first hour of the dark period and fixed in ethanol:acetic acid (3:1). Fixed
material was stored at 4 C until used. Chromosome preparations were made using the Feulgen squash method (Figure S1). Fixed
samples were rehydrated by passing through a graded series of ethanols and rinsed gently in distilled water. The samples were
treated with 1N HCl for 5 min at room temperature, then treated with 1N HCl for 8 min in a water bath at 60 C, and rinsed gently
in distilled water. Afterward, the samples were transferred into Schiff’s reagent (Merck Millipore) for 60 min at room temperature. After
rinsing the samples in distilled water, antheridia were removed from the thallus and dissected to remove the shield cells. The
antheridial filaments were placed on a glass slide and covered with a glass coverslip. Then, they were squashed to spread the cells
and observed.
Genome sequencing and assembly
Genomic DNA of the uni-algal strain S276 isolated from Lake Kasumigaura (Ibaraki, Japan) was sequenced as the reference genome
using Illumina technology and sequences were compared with those of the strain S277 that was isolated from the pond at Ehime
(Japan). Approximately 0.25 Gbp of scaffolds were present in only one of the datasets and found to be of bacterial origin.
After removal of these prokaryotic sequences, 1.75 Gbp of scaffold data (N50 size of 2.26 Mbp at #234) were obtained, of which
1.43 Gbp were assembled into contigs. This corresponds to 74% of the C. braunii genome as measured by flow cytometry
(1.89-1.96 Gbp) and to 61% of the 2.35 Gbp estimated by k-mer analysis. The plastid and mitochondrial genome were assembled
separately to recover 187,771 and 67,059 bp circular genomes, respectively.
Genome sequencing of C. braunii strain S276
A paired-end library with insert size of 250 bp was constructed using an S2 ultrasonicator (Covaris) and a TruSeq DNA PCR-Free LT
Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. The products were size-selected on an agarose gel and purified
using the QIAGEN MinElute Gel Extraction Kit. Nucleotide sequences were determined for 150 bp from both ends with an Illumina
HiSeq 2500. Sixteen Mate-pair libraries were constructed using a Nextera Mate-pair library construction kit with standard and
modified input DNA of 5.6, 8, and 20 mg in the reaction. The first set, four libraries were constructed using the standard protocol,
a gel-free method starting with 1 mg DNA (one library), and gel-excision starting with 4 mg DNA (three libraries). In the Gel-free protocol
tagmented DNA was purified with AMPure XP resulting in a broad size with a peak at 2.7 kbp. In the Gel (+) protocol, the size range
was 3-5 kbp, 5-8 kbp, and larger, resulting in a peak of 4.5, 5.8, and 9 kbp, respectively, as measured with a Bioanalyzer after
purification with a Zymoclean Large Fragment DNA Recovery Kit. After circularization, fragmentation with Covaris S2, end-repair,
A-tailing and adaptor ligation, gel-free and 4.5 kbp library were amplified for 10 cycles, whereas 5.8 kbp and 9 kbp libraries were
amplified for 15 cycles. After purification and quantification, the libraries were further subjected to 8, 6, 6, and 8 cycles of PCR,
for gel-free, 4.5, 5.8 and 9 kbp libraries, respectively (Table S1A).
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In the second set, two libraries were constructed using 20 mg DNA instead of the standard 4 mg DNA to obtain larger fragment size
distribution after tagmentation. In this sample, though the large molecules were not well separated on the agarose gel, three fractions,
thick band at high molecular weight above all marker bands, below the band to 12 kbp, and a 8-12kbp fraction were recovered. The
size of the recovered DNA could not be measured accurately using a Bioanalyzer, though the peak was around the 17kbp marker. The
final amplification was done for 21 cycles and additional 8 cycles. The lowest 8-12 kbp fraction did not amplify well and was not used
in further analysis.
In the third set, five libraries were constructed using 5.6 mg of starting DNA (1.4-fold of standard) and an additional five libraries
using 8.0 mg of starting DNA (2-fold of standard); pulsed field electrophoresis on a CHEF-DRII (Bio-Rad) was used for the separation
after the tagmentation. The electrophoretic conditions were 6 V/cm, 11 hours, switch time 1-6 s, on 1% agarose gel, in 0.5 X TBE
buffer. The gel was stained with SYBR Gold and the gel slices were recovered in five fractions each. The lower limit of each slice
was 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 15.0, and 23.5 kbp. After purification, the DNA was immediately subjected to circularization without measuring
its size. The final amplification was conducted for 15 cycles. Of these (Table S1A), 15 had good insert size distribution when mapped
to a preliminary version of the assembly, but one (S276MP3 xk) had not and thus excluded for further analysis.
Another two mate pair libraries were constructed by GATC (3-4 kbp fragment size) and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000. One
library was constructed using Crelox with an insert size of 3 kbp. DNA was fragmented using the Covaris S2 AFA instrument and
sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at 2 3 100 bp.
K-mer frequency analysis
K-mer frequency with k = 25 in the paired end reads were counted with JELLYFISH (Marçais and Kingsford, 2011), applying the minquality = 20 option. A clear peak at 51 was observed with a valley at 16 (Figure S2A). The peak at 51 was interpreted as the single copy
genomic sequence and those less than 16 were mostly k-mers containing sequencing errors. The cumulative k-mer count
from 16 upto 10,000 (which was the default upper limit of JELLYFISH) divided by 51 suggested the genome size be 2.355 Gbp.
Note that this number includes k-mers derived from organellar and bacterial sequences and supposed to be overestimate for the
nuclear genome size. With the peak at 51, the amount of paired-end reads are supposed to be sufficient for the assembly. The region
from 16 to 80 as the putative single copy region comprised 0.95 Gbp.
Assembly
The raw sequences were assembled with ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al., 2011). Initially the assembly started with R48517 on a
machine having 768 GB of memory and 32 CPU cores. After running a month this process stopped at UnipathPatcher phase.
Continuation was tried with the settings: PATCH_UNIPATHS = False FIX_LOCAL = False PATCH_SCAFFOLDS = False
FIX_SOME_INDELS = False; unfortunately this failed again. The run directory was copied to a machine having 2 TB of memory
and 80 cores and the assembly was continued with R48777 and completed after another twenty days (with 48 slots = threads),
with reported peak memory usage of 1,756 GB. The assembly resulted in 28,091 scaffolds with a total length of 1.99 Gbp, comprised
of 250,979 contigs with a total length of 1.65 Gbp. The library information is summarized in Table S1B.
Genome sequencing of C. braunii strain S277
Thalli of strain S277 were harvested in SWC-3 medium, washed with distilled water, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 C until
DNA extraction. Total DNA was extracted as described above. A paired end library was constructed using a TruSeq DNA PCR-free
library preparation kit (Illumina) and sequenced with HiSEQ (DRA accession: DRR054048). 1.1 mg of DNA was fragmented with
Covaris S2, using micro tube, duty cycle 10%, intensity 4, 200 cycles/burst and total time of 80 s. The fragments were size selected
using a bead-based method following the 350-bp protocol.
PacBio sequencing of fosmid clones for quality control
C. braunii S276 genomic DNA was cloned into the pNGS fosmid vector using the aNxSeq 40 kbp Mate-Pair Cloning Kit (Lucigen). Six
fosmid clones with verified end sequence and one 96 well plate of undetermined clones were pooled and shotgun sequenced on a
PacBio SMRT cell (608 Mbp, 63,768 reads post-filtering). The resulting reads were assembled into contigs using HGAP (Chin et al.,
2013) in smrtanalysis (PacificBiosciences). The contig sequences were further polished with two rounds of Quiver. Bacterial contamination was removed using MEGAN, and comparative mapping of S276 and S277 reads, resulting in 22 probable C. braunii contigs.
All but one of those could be BLAST-mapped to the assembly. One clone appeared to be chimeric based on mapping Illumina
mate-pair library data on the clone. Of the remaining 20, 14 were mapping to single scaffolds, the other 6 to 2-4 scaffolds. 10 of
the 22 contigs were found to map with > = 95% identity and > = 90% coverage to the assembly, the remaining 12 did not meet these
parameters, probably due to assembly gaps. In summary, 45% of the assembled fosmid clones had high quality representations in
the assembly, and 91% could be mapped, demonstrating the good quality of the assembly.
Distinction of bacterial sequences
Paired end sequences of S276 and S277 were mapped to the assembly with bwa mem (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) (Li and Durbin,
2010) and the number of mapped sequences were counted on each scaffold (Figure S2). Number of tags of both samples on
each scaffold was plotted and we found two groups. The two groups were separated by a line in which S277 had 1/100 of S276
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tags (Figure S2B). The GC content of each scaffold was calculated and compared between the two groups. The group showing less
tags in S277 had a higher GC content distribution (Figure S2C). Thus, these scaffolds were presumed to be derived of different
organisms, which were probably bacteria that survived autoclaving. In addition, scaffold_64 was found to be of bacterial origin in
manual inspection during gene prediction. Further, the genomic scaffolds were split into 1 kbp fragments. Using tera-BLASTn
9.0.0 on DeCypher 9.0.0.25 (http://www.timelogic.com/catalog/757/tera-blast) each fragment was BLASTed against the NCBI nt
database. The BLAST output was analyzed by MEGAN 6 (Huson et al., 2016) and bacterial hits assigned to the 1 kbp fragments.
All scaffolds containing more than 50% of bacterial hit fragments were extracted. If no non-bacterial hits were contained on the
scaffold and the bit score of the bacterial contamination exceeded 50 per hit the scaffold was removed as contamination. This
affected 153 scaffolds with a total length of 312 kbp (Table S5), containing 120 gene models (marked in Table S4). Thus, 11,655
scaffolds totaling 1,751,225,565 bp, comprised of 234,221 contigs totaling 1,429,911,168 bp were recovered as representing the
C. braunii nuclear genome. N50 scaffold size, and N50 contig size were 2,261,426 bp (at #234) and 10,124 bp (at #41,610),
respectively.
Microbiome analysis
The diversity of microorganisms is expected to be low due to lab-culturing conditions and DNA sequence extraction protocols. To
isolate the microorganisms remaining in the bulk of data, we mapped reads to the eukaryotic genome and only analyzed reads left
unmapped. Given that S276 and S277 were reared at different geographical locations, analyzes were done on both sets separately.
The two separate sets of remaining reads were assembled into contigs and analyzed from a meta-genomics point of view. Two separate assemblies have been generated using CLC-assembly cell using the larger word-size (kmer) of 50 nt to force more specificity
(CLC bio, Aarhus, Denmark). These assemblies resulted in respectively 322685 contigs with a total size of 76.7 Mbp (N50 242 bp,
max size 167358 bp, min size 100 bp) and 325720 contigs with a total size of 90.1 Mbp (N50 373 bp, max size 172440 bp, min
size 100 bp). The obtained contigs represent a mixture of microorganisms that where clustered using CONCOCT (Alneberg et al.,
2014) according to the manual, using BEDtools (Quinlan, 2014), Picard-tools and R, to create and format the needed input files.
Several runs were done, aiming at providing the minimal number of differentiated clusters. In some cases large clusters were isolated
and submitted again for a new round of clustering. The clusters (or bins) were calculated based on read coverage and sequence
tetramer composition of the contigs following an iterative fitting of mixture-of-Gaussian models on the available data; each group
is supposed to represent an organism that was further characterized to establish the species. Taxonomic assignment of the bins
was performed using a similarity-based labeling of the fragments with MEGAN5. A first assessment of the quality and completeness
of the bins was done by monitoring the presence of 36 COG single copy genes. 16S rRNA genes were isolated from the sequences
using online RNAmmer 1.2 Server (Lagesen et al., 2007) and provided to SINA Alignment Service within Silva database for classification (Pruesse et al., 2012). Not all clusters could be identified up to species level, but for those for which we could find a reference
genome, we show also a level of completeness by comparing to the respective reference genomes using nucmer from the MUMmer
(Delcher et al., 1999) v3.23 package (Tables S1T and S1U).
Transcriptome sequencing
Thalli of strain S276 were harvested in SWC-3 medium under controlled laboratory conditions at 23 C with a 16-h light: 8-h dark cycle
with 24.5 mmol photons m2 s1 illumination provided by fluorescent lamps. Two and seven different samples, for full-length cDNA
and RNA-seq analyses, respectively, were collected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 C until further processing. Frozen
samples were ground in liquid nitrogen. Total RNAs were then extracted with ISOGEN (Nippon Gene, Tokyo, Japan), and purified
using the QIAGEN RNeasy Plant Mini Kit. For the extraction of total RNA in oospores and rhizoids, Fruit-mate (Takara Bio, Shiga,
Japan) was used prior to the extraction by ISOGEN. Full-length cDNA libraries were constructed using the oligo-capping method.
Total RNA was treated with bacterial alkaline phosphatase (BAP; Takara) at 37 C for 40 min with RNasin (Promega). After extraction
with phenol:chloroform (1:1) twice and ethanol precipitation, the RNA was treated with tobacco acid pyrophosphatase (TAP; in house
purified) with RNasin at 37 C for 45 min. The BAP-TAP treated RNA were ligated with 50 -oligo (50 -AGC AUC GAG UCG GCC UUG
UUG GCC UAC UGG-30 ) using T4 RNA ligase (Takara).The first strand cDNAs were amplified using 50 (50 -AGC ATC GAG TCG
GCC TTG TTG-30 ) and 30 (50 -GCG GCT GAA GAC GGC CTA TGT-30 ) PCR primers. The amplified cDNAs were digested with SfiI
and cloned into DraIII-digested pME18S-FL3-3 (AB009864). Clones were picked and sequenced with ABI sequencers at National
Institute of Genetics, Japan. After filtering for vector, synthetic oligonucleotides, and low-quality sequences 73,388 reads were
left in total (Table S1D). RNA-seq libraries were constructed via the Illumina mRNA-Seq Sample Prep Kit using RNA extracted
from various tissues (Table S1E). 76 or 101 bp paired end sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSEQ 2000. Additionally, a
late reproductive phase thalli (harvested 2-3 weeks after appearing of the gametangial primordia) library was constructed as
RNA-ligation based stranded library using the combined method of mRNA-Seq Sample Prep Kit and Small RNA Sample Preparation
Kit (Illumina), following the manufacturer’s instructions. This library was sequenced by 76 bp single end sequencing performed on a
GAIIx (Illumina).
Quantitative transcriptome comparison of antheridia, oogonia, and zygotes
Antheridia and oogonia were hand-dissected in QIAGEN RNAlater from C. braunii thalli (strain S276) grown under a 14:10 hours
light:dark cycle at 22 C. Zygotes were collected once detached from mother plants grown in identical conditions. Samples were flash
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frozen in liquid nitrogen then kept at 80 C until further processing. Approximately 20 mg of starting material was ground in liquid
nitrogen then total RNA was extracted using Ambion mirVana kit following manufacturer’s recommendations. DNA was digested
from RNA extracts using Promega RQ1 DNase and RNA was cleaned using a QIAGEN RNeasy MinElute Cleanup Kit. RNA was
then amplified using an Ovation RNA-Seq System V2 (NuGEN) amplification kit following manufacturer’s protocol. Final amplified
cDNAs were cleaned using the QIAGEN PCR cleanup kit. Three biological replicates were obtained for antheridia, oogonia and
zygotes. One sample containing vegetative and reproductive tissues was similarly prepared, except for the amplification step.
20 mg of RNA from each replicate was paired-end sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform at the Beijing Genomics Institute
in China; at least 2 3 10 million reads were obtained per sample. Reads were processed to remove low quality sequences, PCR
adapters, foreign sequences introduced by the amplification procedure and any detectable bias using Trimmomatic v0.36 (Bolger
et al., 2014) and Perl scripts. Transcript were inferred from the reads pooled and aligned to the C. braunii genome sequence using
Tophat v2.1.0 (Kim et al., 2013) and Cufflinks v2.0.2 (Trapnell et al., 2010). Both programs were given the C. braunii genomic structure
as a guide. A custom Perl script was then used to clean Cufflinks predictions from spurious gene fusions and other detectable problems. Unaligned reads were further normalized, assembled and scaffolded into transcripts. Both reference guided and de novo
assemblies were merged. Coding sequences were predicted, and sequence annotation and GO terms were obtained from transcripts using a pipeline based on BLAST v2.2.29 (Altschul et al., 1997) and TransDecoder v2.0.1 (Haas et al., 2013). A summary
of assembly and read mapping statistics is presented in Table S1W. Read counts were obtained by mapping reads onto the inferred
transcriptome with RSEM v1.2.11 (Li and Dewey, 2011). Differential expression was tested between zygotes and oogonia samples
and between oogonia and antheridia samples and was conducted in R using DESeq2 v1.14.1 (Love et al., 2014). Genes were considered differentially expressed between two conditions with an adjusted p value < 0.01 and a log2 fold-change (logFC) > 2. Differentially
expressed genes are listed in Table S2. GO terms enrichment analysis was conducted in R using topGO v2.22.0. Enriched GO terms
and associated genes are listed in Table S3. Heatmaps were generated using R and the package pheatmap v1.0.8. Visualization of
the GO terms was implemented using word clouds via the http://www.wordle.net application. The weight of the given terms was
defined as the -log10(q-values) and the color scheme used for the visualization was red for downregulated GO terms and green
for those upregulated. See Table S2 for DEGs and Table S3 for GO analyses.
Identification of repeat sequences with RepeatModeler/RepeatMasker
A species-specific repeat model was constructed using RepeatModeler Version open-1.0.7 with ncbi engine. Repeats were identified using RepeatMasker version open-4.0.5 with Search Engine: NCBI/RMBLAST [2.2.27+] and RepeatMaskerLib.embl (Complete
Database: 20140131), resulting in masking 46% of the genome. The breakdown is shown in Table S1F.
Gene prediction
High throughput cDNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was conducted on several libraries representing vegetative and reproductive stages,
including thallus, gametangia and zygotes. These data were used together with full-length cDNA sequences to annotate the genome
with AUGUSTUS. 35,445 putatively protein-coding genes were identified, of which 63% could be annotated using similarity-based
approaches. A total of 13,331 gene models overlap to at least 50% with TE evidence and thus might not represent canonical proteincoding genes, bringing the number of protein-encoding genes down to 23,546. In total, the expression of 12,388 of those (53%) was
supported by RNA-seq data (Table S4). Reciprocal best BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) hit analysis of the C. braunii protein set revealed
a high percentage presence of core gene sets: 96.43% of eukaryotic benchmarking universal single-copy orthologs (BUSCO, (Simão
et al., 2015)), 98.65% CEGMA core eukaryotic genes (Parra et al., 2007), and 93.96% core gene families for green plants (Van Bel
et al., 2012).
Gene prediction with Augustus (Keller et al., 2011) was performed following https://computationalbiologysite.wordpress.com/
2013/07/25/incorporating-rnaseq-tophat-to-augustus/. Initial models were created based on the CEGMA output. RNA-seq data
was mapped to the RepeatMasker masked C. braunii genome. Each accepted_hits.bam was sorted and processed with
filterBam–uniq (–paired for paired data). Evidence of introns was extracted using bam2hints –intronsonly to obtain intron_hints.gff.
The first round of Augustus was run with this as hints. An exon-exon junction database was constructed based on this output and
bowtie was used to map the reads to the junctions. These mappings were further merged to the first intron hints and the second round
of augustus was run. Gene prediction at this phase was manually investigated and confirmed genes on scaffold_0 and scaffold_2
were chosen and adjusted for the 50 and 30 ends of UTR based on RNA-seq mapping on Web Apollo (Lee et al., 2013). Thus, 120
manually inspected gene models were used to retrain Augustus. Construction of exon-part hints through wig file were performed
according to http://augustus.gobics.de/binaries/readme.rnaseq.html. For the stranded RNA-seq data, forward and reverse mapped
reads were separated with samtools and assigned the strand accordingly. Repeat hints were prepared by processing the
gff file created by the RepeatMasker with ‘‘sed –e s/similarity/nonexonpart/ -e ’s/Target.*/src=RM/’.’’ Amino acid sequence of
A. thaliana (TAIR10_pep_20110103_representative_gene_model_updated) and P. patens (P.patens.V6_filtered_cosmoss_proteins.
fas) were mapped to the genome using exonerate and converted as hint data. The full-length EST sequences were mapped
using blat (Kent, 2002) with -minIdentity = 92 -extendThroughN parameters and converted to EST hints. All these hints were
merged to a single hints file and the final run of Augustus was run with–gff3 = on–UTR = on–alternatives-from-evidence = true–
allow_hinted_splicesites = atac with a merged hints file. The output was collected and gene models predicted on the 11,808 scaffolds
that were treated as C. braunii genome. Thus, we obtained 36,877 transcripts from 35,883 loci. For annotation see Table S4.
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Assembly of organellar genomes
Organellar genomes were assembled using NOVOPlasty (Dierckxsens et al., 2017) v2.5.3. For chloroplast genome, two lanes of
paired end data were processed using the Chara vulgaris chloroplast genome (NC_008097.1) as seed. This resulted in 4 possible
reconstructions, two in 187 kbp and the remaining two in 200 kbp, i.e., contig arrangement 01+02+03+04+06, 01+04+05,
01+02+03+04+05, or 01+04+06. The differences are on whether 02 and 03 are inserted and whether the end is 05 or 06. 02 and
03 is contained in 01 and seems to represent an inverted repeat region and insertion of them would be excess. The 05 and 06 contain
27,447-bp common sequence, which is the small single copy region. Given there are about equal number of molecules that is flipped
at the inverted repeat region, both reconstructions are equally valid and one is arbitrarily chosen. The mitochondrial genome was
assembled using the C. vulgaris mitochondrial genome (NC_005255.1) as seed input and specifying the chloroplast genome obtained
as above. This resulted in a single circularized assembly of 67,059 bp, which is very close to 67,737 of the C. vulgaris mitochondrial
genome.
Repeat/TE annotation
Repetitive elements collectively contribute approximately 1.1 Gbp of the genome assembly. This estimate is probably low, given that
highly similar repeats are challenging to assemble and that there is 0.5 Gbp size difference between the ungapped (1.43 Gbp)
assembly and C-value estimates (1.9 Gbp). Transposable elements (TEs) and unclassified repeats are abundant (61% and 37%
of repeat annotation, respectively), with Gypsy-type LTR retrotransposons representing 24% (343 Mbp) of the ungapped assembly
(Table S1G).
We have used the REPET package v2.4 to perform de novo identification, classification and annotation of repetitive elements in the
C. braunii assembly as decribed in (Jouffroy et al., 2016). We first launched the TEdenovo pipeline on a sub-genome comprising
contigs of size above 20 kb and representing a total of 362 Mb (12,655 contigs). We used default settings except that the minimum
number of copies per group was set to 5 (minNbSeqPerGroup: 5), resulting in a library of 3,140 consensus sequences. This library
was subsequently filtered by using the TEannot pipeline against the whole assembly and discarding consensus sequences without a
single full length match, resulting in a library of 2,161 sequences. This filtered library was used to annotate the whole genome
assembly using the TEannot pipeline. Threshold annotation scores were determined for each consensus as the 99th percentile of
the scores obtained against a randomized sequence (whole genome reversed, not complemented and masked with TRF).
Consensus sequences were then classified using the features detected with PASTEC followed by semi-manual curation. In addition
to the HMM comparison against PFAM implemented in PASTEC, we have also used RPS-BLAST (-F T -e 1e-2) to search for more
remote homologies against a library of CDD domains identified in the repbase library.
Several unclassified consensus sequences have been classified in putative retrotransposons because they contain at least one of
the following domains: cd00024 Chromatin organization modifier, cd00303 Retropepsins, cd01650 RT nLTR, cd01651 RT G2 intron,
cd05482 Retropepsins, cd06095 Retropepsin, cd06222 RNase H, pfam00385 Chromo, pfam00552 Integrase, pfam00665 Integrase,
pfam02093 Gag P30, pfam03708 Avian retrovirus envelope protein, pfam03732 Retrotransposon gag protein, pfam07727 Reverse
transcriptase, pfam10536 Plant mobile domain, pfam13966 zinc-binding in reverse transcriptase, pfam13975 gag-polyprotein
putative aspartyl protease, pfam13976 GAG-pre-integrase domain, and smart00298 Chromatin organization modifier domain.
Based on the REPET results, percentage overlap of protein coding gene models with TEs was assessed and added to Table S4.
Gene models overlapping to 100% with TE evidence are considered true TE genes, while those overlapping to at least 50% (but less
than 100%) might be protein-coding genes present in TE regions, or might encode TE-based proteins. All genes were kept in the gene
catalog so that individual evaluation (e.g., based on the homology-based annotation) is possible.
Screening for whole genome duplication events
To identify whole genome duplication (WGD) events we employed the KeyS software (Rensing et al., 2007) to obtain Ks (synonymous
substitution) distributions of paralogous genes for C. braunii. In brief, paralogous genes were defined by a self-BLAST retaining only
BLAST hits that showed at least 50% query and subject coverage and an alignment length according to the twilight zone sensu (Rost,
1999). Gene pairs with a BLAST identity of 98% or higher were further tested at the nucleic acid level to remove nearly identical
sequences using optimal global alignments and a threshold of 98% identity. For nearly identical gene pairs only the longer sequence
was kept and all gene pairs containing the shorter sequence were discarded (Rensing et al., 2007). The paralogous genes were
further clustered using a minimal connectivity threshold of 50% (half linkage) and Ks values were calculated at the cluster nodes
(representing duplication events rather than gene pairs) using the maximum likelihood method of CODEML implemented in PAML
v4.7 (Yang, 2007).
The following procedure has been described recently (Lang et al., 2018), please see there for related citations. Briefly, we employed
mixture modeling to find WGD signatures using the mclust v5.1 R package (Scrucca et al., 2016) to fit a mixture model of Gaussian
distributions to the raw Ks and log-transformed Ks distributions. All Ks values % 0.1 were excluded for analysis to avoid the
incorporation of allelic and/or splice variants and to prevent the fitting of a component to infinity, while Ks values > 5.0 were removed
because of Ks saturation. Further, only WGD signatures were evaluated between the Ks range of 0.235 (12.5 Ma ago) to account for
recently duplicated gene pairs to Ks of 2.0 to account for misleading mixture modeling above this upper limit. Because model
selection criteria used to identify the optimal number of components in the mixture model are prone to over fitting we also used SiZer
and SiCon as implemented in the feature v1.2.13 R package (Duong et al., 2008) to distinguish components corresponding to WGD
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features at a bandwidth of 0.0188, 0.047, 0.094 and 0.188 (corresponding to 1 Ma, 2.5 Ma, 5 Ma and 10 Ma ago) and a significance
level of 0.05.
Deconvolution of the overlapping distributions that can be derived from paranome-based Ks values without structural information
shows that using mixture model estimation based on log-transformed Ks values mimics structure-based WGD predictions better
than using raw Ks values, and can predict young WGD signatures and can pin point older WGD signatures (Lang et al., 2018). Since
WGD signature prediction based on paranome-based Ks values can be misleading and is prone to over prediction we only considered Ks distribution peaks in a range of 0.235 to 2.0 as possible WGD signatures, thus excluding young paralogs potentially derived
from tandem or segmental duplication and those for which accurate dating cannot be achieved due to high age (Figure S3).
Genome comparison
C. braunii was compared with eight further Viridiplantae genomes. In addition to the genome length, GC content and the number of
annotated genes, the mean intergenic and the mean intron length were calculated. The intergenic length was performed by extracting
the genome regions not covered by the gff3 annotation file with bedtools complement (Quinlan, 2014) version 2.25.0. The intron
length was calculated by extracting the distance between the annotated CDS regions. Both mean length and the corresponding
standard deviation were calculated using awk (Table S1L). The gene density of the C. braunii genome is relatively sparse as
compared to e.g., A. thaliana, O. sativa (rice) or two algae (K. nitens and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), but similar to other Gbp-sized
genomes like Z. mays or H. vulgare (Figure 3 and Table S1L); the distance between genes is comparable to the approximately
equal-sized Z. mays genome.
Comparative analysis of gene and transposons in selected plant and algae species
The genome sequences and annotations of K. nitens, C. reinhardtii, A. thaliana, M. polymorpha, Oryza sativa, P. patens, C. braunii,
Z. mays, H. vulgare were downloaded and processed with GAG and the genome tools gff3 validator, to obtain consistent annotation
files. For each annotated gene, intronic regions were inferred using the GenomeTools gff3 program. The K. nitens annotation file was
manually curated for consistency with the other annotations and the GFF3 data standard.
Subsequently, intact full-length long terminal repeat transposon elements (LTREs) were predicted using the GenomeTools
LTRharvest and LTRdigest software (Steinbiss et al., 2009) utilizing a set of TE-associated PFAM domains and a compilation of
eukaryotic tRNAs. The pipeline was implemented as a BASH/PBS shell script (run_LTR_harvest_digest.sh). The resulting set of
candidate LTREs was filtered to contain 2 LTRs, > = 1 protein domain match and 2 target site duplications. These filtered elements
were considered to represent intact full-length LTREs whose nucleotide sequences were extracted and searched against the
genome using Vmatch requiring > = 80% sequence identity and 100 bp alignment length. Depending on the repeat content and
genome size, genomes where either split at gap boundaries into preferably 100 Mbp stretches using the UCSC toolkit faSplit
(A: Snakemake workflow: split_approach), or directly processed as a whole FASTA file (B: Snakemake workflow: vmatch_mask)
(Köster and Rahmann, 2012). Resulting putative LTRE fragments were merged into non-redundant, non-overlapping regions using
the reduce function implemented in the R/Bioconductor package GenomicRanges (A) (Lawrence et al., 2013) or the bedtools merge
program (B).
Helitrons were predicted using the HelitronScanner software using the parameters reported for element inference and copy number prediction in plant genomes reported in the initial manuscript (Xiong et al., 2014). Additional fragments were inferred by matching
50 bp from the 30 terminus of each full-length helitrons against the respective genome utilizing Vmatch (Abouelhoda et al., 2004)
following the same approach as described for LTREs. Resulting matches and full-length helitrons were merged into non-redundant,
non-overlapping regions using the bedtools merge program. The pipeline was implemented in the Snakemake workflow in folder
helitrons/.
Gene-to-gene, gene-to-LTRE, LTRE-to-gene and LTRE-to-LTRE distances were inferred using an R script utilizing the distanceToNearest function from the R/Bioconductor GenomicRanges package (get_distances.R/get_distances.sh). Subsequent data
analysis and plotting was carried out and documented in the R Jupyter Notebooks: folder analysis/: analyseWindows.ipynb, Distances.ipynb, Introns.ipynb, Lengths.ipynb. All described, generated materials and software needed to reproduce this analysis are
available from the accompanying Mendeley Data repository (https://doi.org/10.17632/9hzzf9m4kh.1), arranged as an archive
(‘‘ComparativeTE_and_genes.Lang.tar.gz’’) that contains input, output and scripts.
In-depth analyses of specific gene families
Cell wall biosynthesis
Glycosyltransferases in the C. braunii genome assembly were initially identified via BLAST, using the Carbohydrate Acting enZYme
database (CAZY) as of 2016-06-01 as query and a cut-off value of 1025. The sequences were manually verified by alignment with
known cell wall biosynthetic glucosyltransferases and deposited in Table S1H. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using
Phylogeny.fr with standard settings, starting with muscle alignment, curation of alignment by deletion of positions with gaps, and
finally PhyML maximum likehood tree construction (Guindon et al., 2010). The phylogenetic trees (Data S1A and S1B) were
statistically supported by approximate likelihood-ratio tests using default settings and values between 0 and 1 were obtained, as
with bootstrap values. Approximate likelihood-ratio-test (aLRT) values were included when values were under 0.7 where
C. braunii sequences are present.
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Cell division
In order to compare the mode of cell division of algae and land plants we compiled a list of 221 Arabidopsis genes involved in cytokinesis (Table S1C), focusing on genes required for phragmoplast and PPB function. With these 221 A. thaliana proteins, a BLASTp
(version 2.6.0+) search was performed against published plant and algal genomic/transcriptomic datasets (key resource table),
including C. braunii and K. nitens. The e-value cutoff was set to 1E-4 and the number of database sequences to show alignment
for was set to 3,000. The BLAST result was filtered according to (Rost, 1999) to keep homologous sequences only. Mutiple sequence
alignments for phylogenetic trees of protein families were conducted using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) in the automatic
mode, and manually curated. The best fitting evolutionary model based was determined using ProtTest (Darriba et al., 2011)
and applied in Bayesian phylogenetic inference using MrBayes (Ronquist et al., 2012) with two hot and two cold chains (Data
S1Q–S1U) until the standard deviation of split frequencies dropped below 0.01 or for 6 mio generations (actin and cyclin).
Using the amplification score that shows potential gene expansion between K. nitens and C. braunii (Table S1C) we performed
phylogenetic analyses as outlined above and found cyclin genes to be amplified in C. braunii, suggesting a more intricate regulation
of the cell cycle as compared to K. nitens. While there is a single A1-type cyclin in both algae, the C. braunii genome encodes three
B1-type cyclins (like A. thaliana), whereas K. nitens encodes only one (Table S1C and Data S1Q). We also found evidence that
membrane trafficking is more elaborate; there are three genes coding for EXOCYST 70A in A. thaliana, two in C. braunii (and in
the transcriptomes of several Zygnematophyceae), and a single gene in K. nitens (as in Mesostigma viride and Chlorophyta; Data
S1R). With regard to the SNARE complex, we find that the A. thaliana NOVEL PLANT SNARE (NPSN) 11/12/13 clade contains
two C. braunii (and two Nitella mirabilis) and a single K. nitens (and M. viride) protein (Data S1S).
Phytohormones: ETH
For the identification of putative homologs for ETH biosynthesis and signaling genes, BLASTp/tBLASTn searches were carried out
against the C. braunii gene models and genome assembly using representative A. thaliana protein sequences as queries [ACS1
(AT3G61510), ACO1 (AT2G19590), ETR1 (AT1G66340), CTR1 (AT5G03730), EIN2 (AT5G03280), EIN3 (AT3G20770); Table S1J].
Translated sequences of putative ETH biosynthesis/signaling genes from C. braunii were then used as queries in reciprocal BLASTp
searches to the A. thaliana protein database. Multiple ACO homologs were found in the C. braunii genome, however, the reciprocal
BLASTp search suggests that these homologs are likely to be other oxidases. The other candidate C. braunii ETH biosynthesis/
signaling protein sequences were manually verified and screened for essential protein domains [ACS (PR00753), ETR/ERS (ETH
Binding Domain), CTR1 (PF14381 and CD13999), EIN3 (PF04873 and C-terminal Signaling Domain), EBF (IPR001810)]. An additional
search with BLASTP 2.8.0+ using the representative A. thaliana proteins as queries and the putative homologs as the subjects was
performed.
Phytohormones: ABA
For the identification of putative homologs for ABA biosynthesis and signaling genes, BLASTn/BLASTp searches were carried out
against the C. braunii gene models and genome assembly using representative A. thaliana genomic/protein sequences as queries
(Table S1J). An additional search with BLASTP 2.8.0+ using the representative A. thaliana proteins as queries and the putative homologs as the subjects was performed. The obtained C. braunii protein sequences were manually verified and screened for essential
protein domains [PSY (PF00494), PDS (PF01593), GTG1 (PF12537), SnRK/CPK (PF00069)].
Phytohormones: SL
For the identification of putative homologs for SL biosynthesis and signaling genes, BLASTn/BLASTp searches were carried out
against the C. braunii gene models and genome assembly using representative A. thaliana genomic/protein sequences as queries
(Table S1J). An additional search with BLASTP 2.8.0+ using the representative A. thaliana proteins as queries and the putative
homologs as the subjects was performed. The obtained C. braunii protein sequences were manually verified and screened for essential protein domains [CCD (PF03055)].
Phytohormones: Jasmonates (JA), Salicylates (SA), Gibberellins (GA), Brassinosteroids (BR)
For the identification of putative homologs for JA, SA, GA and BR biosynthesis and signaling genes, BLASTn/BLASTp searches were
carried out against the C. braunii gene models and genome assembly using representative A. thaliana genomic/protein sequences as
queries (Table S1J). Canonical (land-plant like) signaling pathways for JA, SA, GA and BR have been shown to have arisen in land
plants [JA - (Han, 2017); SA - (Wang et al., 2015)], vascular plants [GA - (Gao et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2015)] and seed plants [BR
- (Vriet et al., 2015)] respectively. Consistent with these findings, none of the genes encoding steps in the biosynthesis or signaling
pathways for GA, JA, SA or BR appear to be present in the C. braunii genome (Table S1J). However, JA was found in C. australis
(Beilby et al., 2015), JA and SA were detected in K. nitens (Hori et al., 2014), and GA was detected in Chara tomentosa, suggesting
a different synthesis than known in land plants as in the case of AUX and ABA (Figure 4 and Table 1).
Phytohormones: AUX transport
For the identification of putative homologs for AUX transporter genes, tBLASTn/BLASTp searches were carried out against the
C. braunii gene models and genome assembly using representative A. thaliana genomic/protein sequences as queries (Tables
S1J and S11).
Predicted coding sequences of PIN proteins were manually aligned with representative PIN sequences from previously published
alignments, PIN sequences from charophyte algae were obtained from the NCBI database. The PIN sequence of K. nitens
(GAQ81096.1) originated from the complete genome assembly, other algal sequences were obtained from the SRA database
(Leinonen et al., 2011) of individual sequencing project by using the BLASTn algorithm, using the sequence from K. nitens as a query.
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The resulting hits were assembled with CAP3 (Huang and Madan, 1999) and repeatedly BLASTed against respective SRA databases
to increase sequence length. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic analysis was performed in MEGA 7.0 software using amino acid representation of highly conserved N- and C-terminal part of PIN sequence, LG+G+I substitution model and 500 bootstrap replicates
(Data S1C and S1D).
Phytohormones: AUX signaling
For charophyte algae, mRNA sequences were downloaded and protein sequences were predicted with ESTScan v3.0.3 (Iseli et al.,
1999) using the A. thaliana matrix [-M Arabidopsis_thaliana.smat]. Subsequently all proteins were screened with hmmsearch of the
HMMer software suite (v3.1b2) for the abundance of the PFAM v30.0 domains: Auxin_resp (PF06507), AUX_IAA (PF02309), B3
(PF02362), F-box (PF00646) and F-box-like (PF12937) using either the gathering threshold [–cut_ga] option or an E-value of 0.1
for the complete sequence [-E 0.1] and an E-value of 0.1 for the domain [–domE 0.1] to account for possible sampling bias and cutoff
bias of the curated PFAM model.
The obtained results were used to classify the proteins into possible AUX gene families: ARFs [mandatory domains: Auxin_resp +
B3; optional: AUX_IAA], Aux/IAA [mandatory: AUX_IAA - Auxin_resp] and TIR1/AFB [mandatory: F-box or F-box-like]. For the AUX
gene familiy TIR1/AFB an additional BLAST search with BLAST+ (v2.5.0) [-matrix BLOSUM45 -evalue 1e-5] using representative
A. thaliana genes as queries [AT3G62980.1 (TIR1), AT4G03190.1 (AFB1), AT3G26810.1 (AFB2), AT1G12820.1 (AFB3),
AT4G24390.2 (AFB4), AT5G49980.1 (AFB5)] and the domain containing proteins as the subjects was performed. Only BLAST hits
with a query coverage (alignment length / query length) of at least 50% and a minimal protein identity according to formula (2) of
(Rost, 1999) were retained as possible AUX gene family candidates. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic analysis for each AUX
gene family was performed on manual curated multiple sequence alignments obtained via MAFFT (v7.305b) and the E-INS-i
algorithm. IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015) v1.5.3 was applied using the standard non-parametric bootstrap option with 1,000 replicates and the best model selected by IQ-TREE (Table S1K and Data S1E–S1G).
Phytohormones: AUX, in silico modeling of C. braunii LRR FBPs.
Leucine-RichRepeat (LRR)-containing F-Box Proteins (FBPs) from C. braunii with sequence similarity to land plant LRR FBPs were in
silico modeled using ‘‘intensive’’ modeling mode in Protein Homology/analogY Recognition Engine V 2.0 (Phyre2) (Kelley et al., 2015).
Various PDB molecule templates (coronatine-insensitive protein 1: Chain B (c3ogmB) and Chain D (c3oglD); transport inhibitor
response 1: Chain E (c2p1nE); f-box/lrr-repeat max2 homolog: Chain A (c5hywA), skp2: Chain C (c1fs2C) and Chain K (c1fqvk);
and protein toll: Chain A (c4lxrA)) were sele-cted to model C. braunii LRR FBPs based on heuristics to maximize confidence, percentage identity and alignment coverage. Structural prediction from regions modeled ab initio are highly unreliable. The final models
(color-coded by the confidence of the match to the templates overall) were submitted to 3DLigandSite server (Wass et al., 2010)
to predict potential binding sites (gray structures cartoon depiction); see Data S1P.
Phytohormones: CK
In order to identify putative CK receptors, BLAST searches were carried out against the C. braunii gene models and genome assembly, using PpCHK4 and AHK4 as queries. The detected sequences were run against the Interpro and PFAM databases to detect the
domains (histidine kinase and response regulators) which are found in CK receptors. Two sequences were identified containing the
domain architecture of CK receptors (CHBRA123 g00790 and CHBRA19 g00270). In order to identify putative histidine phosphor
transfer protein (HPT), a search with the HPT domain (Interpro IPR008207) was conducted and retrieved one sequence (CbHPT1,
CHBRA650 g00040) (Table S1J). For identification of the response regulators (type-A and type-B) we used the PFAM domains
Response_reg (PF00072) and Myb_DNA-binding (PF00249) in an hmmsearch and did not find any gene models. In order to make
sure that this result is not due to a missing or fragmentary gene model we also screened the available transcriptome data (transcripts
were translated in all possible frames). While two A-type response regulators (RRA) could be detected in the transcriptome
(comp31700c0seq1num3, comp64895c0seq1/2 rc num2, Table S1J and S1K and Data S1H), no combination of the two domains
and thus no B-type (RRB) could be detected. All sequences harboring Response_reg domains were aligned with the response
regulator domains of the Arabidopsis response regulators ARR1 and ARR14 (RRB) as well as ARR4 and ARR9 (RRA) and ARR 22
(RRC – not known to be involved in CK signaling) using the muscle implementation of the MEGA 7.0 suite. Using the alignment, a
maximum likelihood tree was calculated with the pairwise distances estimated by a JTT model and 100 bootstrap samples. Again,
two sequences were determined as RRAs. Of the Chara sequences in the RRB clade, again none contained a MYB domain
(Data S1H).
Photorespiration
In land plants, the canonical photorespiratory pathway employs 8 enzymes, namely 2PG-phosphatase (PGPase), glycolate oxidase
(GOX), glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase (GGT), glycine decarboxylase (GDC), serine hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT),
serine/alanine:glyoxylate aminotransferase (SGT), hydroxypyruvate reductase (HPR) and glycerate 3-kinase (GLYK) (Bauwe et al.,
2010). Particularly, the glycolate oxidation step, which is performed by GOX in the plant peroxisomes, is catalyzed by glycolate dehydrogenase in the mitochondrium of the green algae C. reinhardtii (Nakamura et al., 2005) and in the cytosol of cyanobacteria. To
analyze the photorespiration in the Charophyte algae C. braunii, the protein sequences of enzymes from A. thaliana were used to
identify homolog proteins in C. braunii by a BLASTp similarity search against the Chbra.pep.20151207.orcae database
(Table S1M). To verify, if C. braunii also possess genes to oxidize glycolate via a glycolate dehydrogenase like Chlorophytes and
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cyanobacteria do, the polyphyletic proteins from C. reinhardtii (ABG36932.1) and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Sll0404 and Slr0806)
were used as templates in similarity searches. To verify, if a putative glycolate oxidase prefers the substrate glycolate over lactate,
three amino acids in the active site that were shown to be responsible for the substrate preference (Hackenberg et al., 2011) were
analyzed. To this end, the putative glycolate oxidase from C. braunii and verified glycolate oxidase proteins of the land plants
A. thaliana and Spinacia oleracea, the red alga Cyanidioschyzon merolae and characterized L-lactate oxidase proteins from the
cyanobacterium Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 and the bacterium Aerococcus viridans were aligned and the corresponding amino acids
in the active sites of the proteins compared.
Retrograde signaling and PAPs
Protein data from the genomes of C. reinhardtii, K. nitens, C. braunii, and P. patens was screened for orthologs of the flowering
plant-type retrograde signaling pathway or PAPs via a reciprocal best BLASTp approach using A. thaliana sequenes as query.
For GUN1, the BLASTp analyses were repeated using reciprocal pHMMER surveys. To further pinpoint the relation of CbGUN1 to
other PPRs, the high similarity K. nitens protein GAQ81958.1 was used as a query in BLASTP (2.2.26) search to a database
comprising the NCBI nr dataset as of January 2015 supplemented with K. nitens, Pinus taeda 1.01, and P. patens v3.3 Ppav3.3 datasets and 912 hit sequences were retrieved through (http://moss.nibb.ac.jp/cgi-bin/blast-nr-Kfl). Two C. braunii proteins
Cbr_g9159.t1 (GUN1) and Cbr_g31394.t1, and a M. polymorpha protein Mapoly0154s0039.1 were added to this set. From this
set, top 500 hits with GAQ81958.1 were retrieved and aligned with mafft version 6.811b and converted to nexus format file through
(http://moss.nibb.ac.jp/cgi-bin/selectNalign). The alignment was edited to retain 242 aa (others were excluded; further 47 proteins
that showed low conservation in the retained regions were deleted). The nexus file was subjected to http://moss.nibb.ac.jp/
cgi-bin/makenjtree to construct a NJ tree based on JTT distance with 1,000 bootstraps using PHYLIP 3.695. Sequences identical
within the retained 242 aa sites were treated as a single OTUs and 381 OTUs remained in the final tree. The organism name the
sequence originated was recovered using NCBI taxonomydb (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/accession2taxid/prot.
accession2taxid.gz, ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/taxdump.tar.gz). The subcellular localization of PAPs was predicted using
three online tools (Table S1N).
Transcription factors and transcriptional regulators
Transcription associated proteins (TAPs) comprise transcription factors (TFs, acting in sequence-specific manner, typically by
binding to cis-regulatory elements) and transcriptional regulators (TRs, acting on chromatin or via protein-protein interaction. We
classified all C. braunii proteins into 122 families and sub families of TAPs by first screening the proteins for domains and then
applying a domain-based rule set to distinguish the TAPs (Lang et al., 2010; Wilhelmsson et al., 2017). We compared this
genome-wide classification with genomic protein sets from Cyanidioschyzon merolae, C. reinhardtii, Cyanophora paradoxa,
K. nitens and several land plants, as well as with transcriptomic data of Charophyta (Timme et al., 2012), M. polymorpha and ferns
(Tables S1Q and S1Z). The phylogenetic tree for the trihelix family (Data S1J) was inferred as mentioned above for the cell division
related families.
For the HD and bHLH phylogenetic analyses (Tables S1O and S1P), the C. braunii genome was searched using a BLASTp query
that was assembled from the previously characterized bHLH and HD protein sequences (Catarino et al., 2016) in At, A. thaliana;
Os, O. sativa; Sm, Selaginella moellendorffi; Pp, P. patens; Mp, M. polymorpha; Kf, K. nitens; Cr, C. reinhardtii; Ot, Ostreococcus
tauri; Vc, Volvox carteri; Cm, C. Merolae with the addition of bHLH proteins sequences from Cv, Coccomyxa subellipsoidea (previously Chlorella vulgaris. The results of the BLASTp search were analyzed manually to ensure the presence of the HD or the bHLH
conserved domain using SMART and PFAM. All protein sequences were aligned using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and further
manually aligned independently for HD and bHLH. The Maximum likelihood analysis was carried out using PhyML (Guindon et al.,
2010) 3.0, using the JTT amino acid substitution model and a predicted gamma distribution. Branch support was tested using a
Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio test (SH-like aLRT). The generated unrooted trees were visualized using
MEGA 6.0.
MADS box sequences were identified using the aforementioned domain-based rule set to distinguish the TAPs (Lang et al., 2010).
Phylogenies were calculated with MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) applying mixed AA model for 50,000,000 generations
based on an amino acid alignment of Type I and Type II MADS-domain proteins from a broad set of land plants together with
MADS-domain proteins from charophytes. Sequences were aligned with MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) applying E-INS-i
mode. Intron structure was determined by using the transcript sequence as query for BLAST searches against the genome scaffolds.
Subsequently, the genomic region that harbors the gene was extracted and aligned to the transcript sequence.
Motor proteins
PFAM domains related to the three classes of motor proteins were retrieved from the whole predicted proteomes of C. braunii,
C. reinhardtii, P. patens, and A. thaliana using Interproscan (Table S1S). These selected domain signatures not only include the
true motors but also domains associated with the tasks the motors have to fulfill in a cell. Since motor proteins are comparably
long gene prediction on draft genomes can lead to a slight overestimation of domain numbers. Thus, retrieved predicted gene
structures were examined, whether they reside adjacent to another predicted gene encoding for a motor protein part. If the domain
structures from known complete proteins conformed with a fusion of two or more adjacent gene models in C. braunii, we used this
fused gene model for further analysis.
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Action potential related ion channels and transport proteins
Ion channels, transporters and pumps predicted to be involved in electrical signaling in plants were identified in the C. braunii genome
via a tBLASTn/BLASTp approach using A. thaliana sequences as bait as well as on the basis of PFAM domains. Subsequent BLASTp
searches of retrieved sequences against TAIR10 (https://www.arabidopsis.org) and SWISSPROT were employed to identify closest
homologs. Finally, sequences were were classified into respective transporter families according to TCDB (Saier et al., 2016)
and ARAMEMNON (Schwacke et al., 2003) (Table S1R). When partially split models were found, they were manually annotated
with reference to RNA-seq evidence through a genome browser at https://chara.asrc.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/Cbr1/jbrowse/.
LysM-RLKs
The C. braunii genome was screened for LysM-RLK genes via tBLASTn using Medicago NFP and Rice CERK1 as bait sequences
(Table S1V). Hits with E-value < 1030 were collected and deduplicated. These sequences were aligned using MAFFT (Katoh and
Standley, 2013) with LysM-RLKs from embryophytes and Nitella mirabilis. Using MEGA 6.0 the best substitution model (JTT+G)
was determined and a maximum likelihood tree was inferred using all sites and 100 bootstrap resamplings (Figure 5C and Data
S1L–S1N).
PPR proteins
Genomic protein sets were scanned for presence of the PFAM domain PPR (http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF01535) using HMMscan.
The number of proteins harboring two or more PPR domains were considered PPR proteins putatively involved in organellar RNA
editing (Maier et al., 2008) and are shown in Table S1Y.
ROS-associated genes
21 families belonging to the well-known reactive oxygen species (ROS) gene network were searched using as a first screen the follwing PFAM. PF00141 for Class III Prx (CIII) and Ascorbate Prx (APx and APx-R), PF00199 and PF06628 for catalases (Kat), PF00255 for
glutathione Prx (GPx), PF00578 and PF08534 for peroxiredoxin family, PF03098 for dioxygenase (DiOx), PF08022, PF01794,
PF08030 and PF08414 for NADPH Oxidase (RBOH) and Ferric reduction oxidase (FRO), PF02777 and PF00080 for superoxide
dismutase family (MnSOD, FeSOD, Cu/ZnSOD), PF00462 for Glutaredoxins superfamily, PF01786 for Alternative Oxidase (AOX
and PTOX), PF02298 for Blue-copper-binding protein superfamily, PF00210 for ferritin (FER), PF13417 for dehydroascorbate
reductase (DHAR), PF07992 and PF02852 for Monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDAR) and Glutathione reductase (GR),
PF07992, PF02943 and PF00085 for thioredoxin superfamily and PF01070 Glycolate Oxidases (GOx). Arabidopsis sequences
belonging to the ‘‘ROS gene network’’ have been used to confirm the C. braunii families affiliation.
Only alpha-DiOxygenase (DiOx) and APx-R were not detected in the C. braunii assembly. The 19 other families have been found in
C. braunii with various conservation rates (Table S1X). Among these families, Class III peroxidases (Prx), described as secreted peroxidases, are usually members of a large family. The C. braunii genome contained 14 homologous sequences (Table S1X), which is
much lower as compared with flowering plants (73 in A. thaliana) but higher than in K. nitens (3). All the 14 sequences are derived from
a single gene in an ancestor of C. braunii as they form a presumably monophyletic clade (Data S1O). Before these duplication events
only one or a few initial sequences may have existed, implied by the single sequence detected in Chlorokybus atmophyticus transcriptome data (Timme et al., 2012) and the low number of three sequences found in K. nitens. The CIII Prx protein sequences
from K. nitens (3 sequences), C. braunii (14 sequences), P. patens (57 sequences) and A. thaliana (73 sequences) were aligned using
MAFFT and the tree constructed using Maximum Likelihood implemented in MEGA (Data S1O).
UBQ proteasome system (UPS)
Arabidopsis genes encoding components of the plant Ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) were manually selected and used as query
sequences in a tBLASTn analysis to identify respective orthologous genes in the C. braunii genome. Hits with E-values < 1010 were
collected and annotated following a reciprocal best BLASTp approach using TAIR10 (Table S1I).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES
All details of the applied statistics (e.g., for RNaseq-based differential gene expression analysis) are provided alongside the respective analysis in the Methods Details section. For the differential gene expression analysis between antheridia, oogonia, and zygotes,
three true biological replicates were sequenced and used for the statistical analysis (computed using DESeq2). No sequencing
points, i.e., samples, were removed during the analysis.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Raw Illumina (DRA004353, DRA006568) and PacBio (DRA006569) genomic sequence data have been deposited in the DDBJ
Sequence Read Archive (DRA) at the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) under BioProject PRJDB3348. The main scaffolds are available
as entries BFEA01000001-BFEA01011654, the accompanying organisms scaffolds as BFBZ01000001-BFBZ01016437. The chloroplast genome is available as AP018555, the mitochondrial as AP018556. Raw Illumina RNA-seq data used for annotation
(DRA006080, DRA002641) have been deposited in the DRA at the DDBJ under BioProject PRJDB3228. Raw Illumina RNA-seq
data of reproductive stages have been deposited to NCBI SRA (PRJNA445548). The genome and its annotation is available for
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human curation via the ORCAE interface at the URL: http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/. The data is freely available for
browsing as well as for bulk downloads and blast searches. Persons who would like to contribute and edit the data using the web
interface will have to request an account by sending an email. Any change made to gene structures will be processed automatically
by adding protein domains (running interpro) and best-blast hits. These changes will be shared with the community immediately.
69,969 ABI reads of a cDNA library (minimum length of 100 bp) have been deposited at the DDBJ under the accession numbers
LU106825 to LU176793 (Table S1D). Alignments that are the basis for the phylogenetic trees as well as the genome comparison datasets resulting in Figure 3 have been deposited as Mendeley Datasets (https://doi.org/10.17632/9hzzf9m4kh.1).
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Chromosomes in an Antheridial Filament of C. braunii, Related to STAR Methods
n = 14, strain S276. The chromosomes during cell division in young antheridial filaments of strain S276 were observed after Feulgen staining. The chromosome
number n = 14 was confirmed by counts made on chromosomes during metaphase or anaphase. Most Chara species have either n = 14 or n = 28 chromosomes,
Nitella and the other genera have different base numbers. There are numerous examples of monoecious/dioecious species pairs in the family, with the dioecious
species always displaying half the number of chromosomes than their monoecious counterpart. For Chara typically dioecious = 14, monoecious = 28 (or other
multiples of 14). C. braunii is monoecious, but is unique in having the dioecious chromosome number of 14. There are no known dioecious sister taxa to C. braunii,
perhaps due to the already reduced genome. Scale bar = 2 mm.

(legend on next page)

Figure S2. Assembly Characteristics and Decontamination, Related to STAR Methods
(A) k-mer frequency analysis of the S276 paired end read data with k = 25. Number of 25-mers at frequency 3 to 200 are shown with the solid line. Circles shows
the points from 16 to 80 as what was recognized the major peak, presumably representing the single copy region in C. braunii.
(B) Scatterplot of mapped reads of two C. braunii strains on each scaffold. Blue and light blue points are scaffolds with GC content of at least 55% and less than
55%, respectively.
(C) Frequency distribution of scaffold wise GC content compared between putative C. braunii derived scaffolds (blue) and other scaffolds (green).

(legend on next page)

Figure S3. Ks-based Analysis of C. braunii Paralogs, Related to STAR Methods
Paranome-based WGD signature prediction.
(A) Ks frequency plot highlighting mixture model components mean and standard-deviation (top: #component, bottom: mean Ks) based on raw Ks value
classification.
(B) Ks frequency plot highlighting mixture model components mean and standard-deviation (top: #component, bottom: mean Ks) based on log-transformed Ks
value classification.
(C) Ks group assignment for raw Ks classification.
(D) Ks group assignment for log-transformed Ks classification.
(E) Significant zero crossing (SiZer) plot.
(F) Significant convexity (SiCon) plot.
(G–J) Significant features of kernel density estimates using indicated bandwidths, highlighting significant gradient regions in blue and significant curvature regions
in green using a significance level of 0.05. Red vertical lines represent Ks value of 0.1 and 2.0, dotted red vertical line represents Ks value of 0.235 corresponding
to 12.5 Ma ago (these events might be no WGDs but only more or less recent local duplication events). For C. braunii no single predicted WGD signature was
supported by three different bandwidth kernel densities (cf. STAR Methods).

Figure S4. Exon-Intron Structure Comparison of MIKCC-Type, MIKC*-Type, and Charophyte MIKC-Type Genes, Related to Figure 5
(A) Exon-intron structures of representatives of MIKCC-type and MIKC*-type genes together with the charophyte MIKC-type genes CbMADS1, CbMADS2 and
KnMADS1. The exons encoding MADS-, I-, K- and C-domains are color coded in black, red, blue and green, respectively. Among the three Type II genes that
were identified in the C. braunii genome only CbMADS1 shows a canonical MIKC-type gene sequence. In contrast CbMADS2 lacks most (but not all) introns and
thus probably evolved via a retrotransposition and recombination event. CbMADS3 lacks the conserved K-box that encodes for the protein-protein interacting
K-domain (data not shown).
(B and C) Analysis of exon-intron structures suggest that CbMADS1 directly descends from an ancestral MIKC-type gene that was a common ancestor of MIKCCand MIKC*-type genes.
(B) It was previously suggested that the N-terminal part of the K-domain of MIKC*-type proteins evolved through a duplication of two K-domain exons of an
ancestral MIKC-type gene (Kwantes et al., 2012). The aligned amino acid sequences encoded by exon 2 of CbMADS1, and by the first K-domain exons of
KnMADS1, MpMADS1, PPM3, SmMADS4 and AGL30 indeed strongly support this hypothesis.
(C) In addition, striking similarities between the aligned amino acid sequences encoded by exon 5 of CbMADS1, exon 6 of KnMADS1 and exons 5 and 6 of
MpMADS2, PPM1, SmMADS3 and SEP3, respectively, suggest that also the K-domain of MIKCC-type proteins evolved through an exon duplication of an
ancestral MIKC-type gene. This is especially intriguing considering the fact that, based on structural data, the last two K-domain exons of most if not all MIKCCtype genes encode for a protein-protein interaction interface that facilitates tetramer formation of MIKCC-type proteins (Puranik et al., 2014). It has already been
suggested that the ability of MIKCC-type proteins to tetramerize was an important precondition to evolve and diversify efficient developmental switches that
facilitated the transition to land and the evolution of complex body plans of land plants (Theißen et al., 2016). Thus it is tempting to speculate that an exon
duplication of an ancestral MIKCC-type gene in the MRCA of extant land plants created the molecular prerequisites for this evolutionary novelty.

(legend on next page)

Figure S5. Expression Profiles during Sexual Reproduction, Related to Figure 6
(A and B) Expression profile of trihelix TF genes based on RNA-seq evidence (Table S4) was visualized as A) a Venn diagram using venny (http://bioinfogp.cnb.
csic.es/tools/venny/) and B) as a heatmap showing gene expression and DEGs from reproductive organs with RPKM > 1 in minimum two samples.
(C) Shows expression of differentially expressed TFs/TRs during sexual reproduction.
(D) Expression of DEGs associated with seeds during sexual reproduction. Transcripts per million (TPM) were transformed to log2 scale and clustered using the
euclidean distance method and the complete clustering method (B, C, D).

Figure S6. Transcriptome Analyses of Reproduction and Early Development, Related to Figures 5 and 6
(A–D) GO enrichment word clouds (category biological process); genes downregulated (A) or upregulated (B) in oogonia as compared to antheridia, genes
downregulated (C) or upregulated (D) in zygotes as compared to oogonia. Antheridia are strongly enriched with the GO category GO:0015074 ‘‘DNA integration’’
(A). 349 gene models expressed in antheridia were classified in this category; of these, 324 genes were found to be overlapping with a TE to at least 50% (Table
S4). Most of these genes were annotated as ‘‘integrase,’’ ‘‘ribonuclease H-like,’’ ‘‘reverse transcriptase,’’ and ‘‘aspartyl protease’’ by homology-based approach,
terms typical of Ty3/Gypsy pol gene composition (Hayecker et al., 2004). Ty3/Gypsy elements represent 20% of the C. braunii genome. These results might
indicate mobilization of retrotransposons and other mobile elements during male gametogenesis. This could be a consequence of genome rearrangement during
male gamete formation. One could also imagine that mobilization and integration of retrotransposons might enhance genomic diversity during sexual
reproduction.
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Figure S7. Major ROS Scavenging Pathway in Plants, Related to Figure 6
Proteins associated with ROS scavenging are in bold. Number of genes found for A. thaliana and C. braunii (in green) are indicated in brackets. APx: Ascorbate
peroxidase, Asn: ascorbate, DHA: Dehydroascorbate, DHAR: Dehydroascorbate reductase, GPx: Plant glutathione peroxidase, GR: Glutathione reductase,
Grx: Glutaredoxins superfamily, GSH: reduced glutathione, GSSH: oxidized glutathione. Kat: Catalase, MDAR: Monodehydroascorbate reductase, PrxR:
Peroxiredoxins family, RBOH: Respiratory burst oxidase homolog also called NADPH oxidase, SOD: Superoxide dismutase, Trx: Thioredoxins, MDA:
Monodehydroascorbate, adapted from (Inupakutika et al., 2016).

